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In Our Nth Yeaz_
FRANKFORT, Ky. IltPrAir- T1911-  Clo#71111e 'challenge to leadership
Kentucky General Assembly oenvastad,---- -fevered- by the administration was 10 a.m., and noon, Tuesday-Uwou -...
ISO 1978 session at noon today, 147.141.,
election of officers the first order at tumor post. Otherwise, House and Chairmen of the 15 standing- cdrn:
business. Senate leaders should keep the posts mittees will be selected during the Prefiled InHause alltl Senate Democrataana they held during the 1976 session_ __opening days aj the ci..;siory This. yeaa,.
Republicans held separate caucuses
choose legislative leaders._
Each Chamber must vcda--eault
, nomination during the openingssisition-
' Legislators arrived at the Cepitpl
throughout the morning, locating
patting spots in the new 1,000-space
state parking garage.
Committee chairmen were sho
.: their new offices in the Capitol
basement, and a new legislative 1
and message center, also in the annex.
Both chambers were scheduled 40-77:
take up housekeeping items such
introduction of bills -Intl--
resolutions that had.been prefiled, and
• decision of constitutional officers suer
_tas doorkeeper and chief clerk.
Also on the agenda were oaths of
offi&litif the- 100 Hou,se iriettlaers and 38
senators, and 100, appointment gf
-.ecielitsitteeit -dram each chamber to
notify tba governor that each itt
the 60-day session, and those were to be
_ cht eaffinheadrf3his the Houseintroduced offieially on opening day, to
be assigned to the appropriate standing
committees for consideration.
Schedules of committee meetings
were to be posted opening day, although
committee activity ja generally slow
tiring the first few weeks of a session.
Each committee will meet for an
hour and 45 minutes at least once a
Interim committees and individual  zehairmen will have their own , offices
legislators have pre-filet) 185 bills for z'AindtelePhones 11*QU:dal-Annex- __
• -
Senate Labor and Industry committees.
Those are important posts, in view of
issues such as workmen's compen-
sation insurance, collective bargaining
for public 'employees and,. retirement
berief its for state Worker's.
The chairman of the House Education
Committee resigned to head. the
tilloirng Governor's Task Force on Education,
rto gettotheirnext meeting. - - =
The quarter-hour ,"travel time" was
built • itRO the schedule to - allow
legislators, lobbyists and other persons
to get from the Capitol to new meeting
rooms and  offices created this year in
the CapiaArinex baser/ilea
so that post is also up for grabs. It will
be a key post, since the governor is
expected to propose a comprehensive.,
education package this year, based on
the task force's recommendations.
.41ge_GENERAL ASSEMBLY,
14, Ceinnm 4-  
organized and ready to do business. - Research CoritmIssion Institutes New-Sarvico •
• The governor was scheduled to -
-deliver a State-af-the Commonwealth - A netraervitir institutedby the Legislative Research COnlrabolonivillenabte
---andSerinte lit7T3t7p.m. — 7e-- Assembly; voliebeortvenesitsgl-daY sessiontoday. -
FRANKFORT,lty. (AP) --_-A MOW-
----11151411S' pre-filed Tor thelleft
Assembly were Idtilialy introdeead
today, on the opening day of the sesilalL •
Some of -the legislation,- •
interim legislative committees and .
- 'Individual lawmakers, • could develop
-.into major icsuPs during the 60-day
ifiggislature.
Others represent housekeeping







pr&filed 173 pieces-of legislation in the
chOfice'fif_Panitite—, --
1976 -General -Assembly, but just 41




by lawmakers, the press and the public.
However, the head start doesn't seem
.
tissage reta..
• However, the discussion that -
pre..edes- the prwftling of- a bitritraw.-: .
>Interim corrunittee can- be an asset •
later, because legislatois -.are
familiar with the issue.
Sort for. th'e • _ —
legislation is never assured merely by
the vote of an interim committee, since.,
many legislatiies-votelw_pre•fila ---
simply to give thernittgorlegislature:a• •
shot at it. They Miy-4ve no intentio_n
supporting the bill themselves. -
3. Among the bills -111salislestir up some:
controversy this year4:7--
-Energy-xelated. legisbiati that= 
would affect residextiaVutility rates.
- A bilte legalize the' sale and -
distribution__ of laetrile, a substance
alleged to ewe cancer. .
—A. bill to tie state lean or grant
programs for medical: Study to the
requirement that a medical school
graduate practice for a certain amount
of , time in Kentucky, or pay back the
state for his education.
bill to , fort* county clerks to
register motor vehicles unless the
registrant shows proof of auto liability
'insance--:=urLeglfdal. Ion' to' ailinv public em-
ployees the right to organize and
engage in collective hargaining_
See 11112.3..
, de tit C.f!unui • -`
of north Calloway County Route 3, Benton) are the parents of the first baby
born in the county in 1978. The baby, named Edward Shawn, weighed 7 lbs., 2
oz., aid was born at 9:53 a.m. Sunday, Jan. 1. Da. Conrad Jones of Mneray
performed the delivery at Murray-Calloway County' Hospital. Edward Shawn
was the Gore's tirst child. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Joe Wilson of Hardin_
address to a joint sessionpf the Howe every reside/7 of Kentusky to keep up ,with what's going  on in tlfr General 
— The Legislative Research Commission has installed a toll free telephone that: -Senior Citizen - -the434blic calm" ta geUlikIrmaticgisar4heltati"biak - -The 14100-37M9915. •
Orji you want to rocitsiet-yonHigialeforc-theIRCliiiii-notha-kiMree min-
And Mr. aad Bucket& ofitoute 3, Benton. iscaunt Card - The dial-a-legislator number S1-00072-2976.
Staff Mate by Lowell Atchley 
-oselice.--14 Pages- - ==- '
our &dyke columnisk_Abigall__Vaiz-Baniu,-.:--,
ithate (gels are the "bast'LbUtni-
during the year foa a second look. The "Best of
-AbbrinTm181110011toollsKe 11.
,
Mostly struiffed.ay, high in the-
.4-low and mid 30s. Clear and cold
, tonight, low in the low and mid
20s„ artl wueei = littley=
warme edn in the - -









Garrott's Galley -  . :17
Horoscope 2
Let's Stay Well 
Local Scene 2,3
Opinion Page   A
Sports .8,7
D. ber that you can canto leave meSsages.
while-thelegislatin'e fs in - 7 - WrayIf a constituent is willing ta 04 tor 'die calliginselt-he can react, lawmakers.
M two other numbers in the Capitol. The number for senators is 502-564-2990..
MO The number for senatorsts.502.5644990.- --The Murray.4.7.111pwait,County Senior-,
Citizens Discount Card Program for
1978 started today, Jan-
who is itlienklit of Calloway
County and is 60 years of age or older is
eligible to receive adittotTit Card.
For the 1977 Discount program,- 58
different businesses participated --in
giving discounts ranging frorp'.fivo per
-cent to 50 per cent. For the 1978 discount
program 74 businesses will be offering
discounts to Calloway County's 60 and
-over senior citizens.
• The staff Of the Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens. program ex-•
pressed appreciation to, each business
--Er Participation in thirograi --
Discount efirds will be availablerOin
the Senior Citizens office at 203 South -
Fifth Street, Murray, or from the area -
'clirectifortt.l,ot information calf 753-0929.
COUNTY OF.FileAALS TARE OFFICEOfficials taking office in the Cal ay County Courthouse effective Monday
are, 4Ieft photo, left to right) Fiscal Court magistrates Tommy Bogard, Billy Erwin, Dan Bazzell and Gil Hopson:
center photo circuit and districtcourt officials back row, left to right) Leah Workman, deputy clerk, Martha Hodges.




• 1N--4wearing A. cerelimisa-sleekbelfdleadtry afteem_inds011umerifteffisials. At f: -n Martha Sa-rnm- tins; Steve YarWzO and 4-del/Ilk/Me leer~easardiseum. Billy' 1111W-Insayer Mehl]] Henley is given the Oathif offterbr Cimihionwealth's Attarney Fel diginsieibee, city council Itraiy Illid~111.1s and c. C. Lowry. Not present for the swearing in ceremonies was 1.1Y Outland.members receiving the oath of office are teenier photo, left to right) W. R. Furehes. Harditaid0411. Dick George,. 
-
f you to 7ite_you e..  legislator, the addressifStitte Capitol, Frankfort,__ ,, 
If  you Wintto vIstjf legislattre,
They afeTs'ined on a -come, first-served bails beeause of limited space and -
,-:--fire-codaretridatiOna. „ •
, Visitors to the House gallery should go to information desks near tht
elev-atdes on the thirdirditto find out about obtaininiAlte`pas.les. Passes to-the _
Senate gallery may be obtalriad from the clerk's office, Room 320 of the Capitol,
- I arge groups should arrange in advance to visit sessions through the House
clerk ;Room 313, 502-564-3900, or theSenate clerk, 502-564-5320.
Another way td find out what's going on is toread The legislative Record,
which is priblished each day by the LW' 'with reports _en the status of
measures before the General Assembly.
-. - The legislative Record costs $1 a-copy when bought at the Rill lloo'm, Room,
78 In' the basement of-the CapItOtarrranktort. You can subscribe -to thcRecord
_for.= for the entire session, butinustpickit up,aLtbaBiLlancen_
Individual copies of bills can be obtained at the Bill Room for a charge of a
- penny a page.
- 'Copies /*bills also are available by mail by writingto the !RC, attention Rill
Room. A iriniplunl payment of $1 is reqpired for mail orders, -
and District Clerk: Janice MeClard, circuit deputy clerk, Max Morris, Calloway County Sheriff, and Max Parker,county attorney. On the front row are, left to right. Sid Easley, district Judge and James M. Lassiter, Circuit Judge.Taking the oath of office in the right photo are Wimpy Jones, jailer, Tommy Walker, coroseerSid Easley, district•Judge, and Max Parker, county attorney. Judge Lassiter deliVered-the otitii of *Mt to sitof the county officials.
_Winninstemet‘.
PAQ,E 2 THEMURRAY,Ry., LEDGER & TIMES, Monday, January 3, 1978
  rranCristialti
FOR WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 4,197t
What hind aay". 'porta-11y_ differences of opinion
tomorrow be? To find'out what will be inevitable. Thus. you'll
watch your step and do nothing the stars sayi-read-the Urea's%
given for your birth Sign. • to increase tensions.
• 'ARIES .. Dec. 22 to Jan. 20), Ate Id t'l
CAPRICORN‘-...7
.-Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) _ r- "A‘.1. An escellent day for making
illill-Wori't "be -able to ac- f."- e°11taCtS. Putting unique
complish ALL you desire, so 
-
ideas into action. On the per-_ ,
--- . don't try to- crowd yourself or sonal side, there's a possibility
. fithers. Stay "on target"' - of new romance. '
4annetent, but not. pressured. AQUARIUS
"71tAiMilS-.-. . _  (Jan. 21 to-Feb:-19r"'
_ar. 21 
_.. 
i A. to m b4?ay-21) a A stimulating day, but dial-,---.__t ii-ot..--rodoiely good sty14,  , let your enthusiasms cause-Fen
to take on more than you candemeanor and cooperative
.....attglicIe_x.an win laurels. In-. handle. PU7..409 HI
difference or reluctance, -
however, will surely disenchant ....Feb. 20 -te-mar. 20
others and hurt your cause. Some restrictions where
So... y our beau . . -personal -relationships are
-• :Ayr..2.--eencerned:,--fw-mtd-morning;
May 22 to June 21 flm 9 eaPecially, avoid discussions
._past _tows,disap. could upset associates.
--:------iiein(ritents -behind you: they - -
Only put limits on future YOU BORN TODAY are a
- frogress..__You could now add nue intellectual, studious and -
the -twisti'- that boosts projects . 
• 1--litkaartylnyinii leanings; keen
and analytical in Your thinking.to success:-
-' CANCER Your emotions are deep indeed 
---0.gat22 to July 23) bubecause you are rarely 
Shun breakneck speed, bi--demonstrative, r- az-i,Dither delay nor be tardy.in frequently consider You cold
Boti _ extremes, and „ and aloof. In some cases this is- 
actually true - especially--- eetertk- MUST be curbed.
_ business dealings where you are '
-to•Aug. 23) 412 apt to be overly suspicious' of ,-
associates and extremely.Analyses, conjectures must
calculating in trying to protectgiven plenty of time in order
your own righbt But there's noto prevent erroi-s. Be alert.
Artistleparsuits highly favored, denying your brilliance 
 
han-
dling such negotiations, and
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 2.3) transactions. You also have a
Augment your, h. gift for words and would makeefforts wit 
  -whatever-ts available irt-sound-a° auudaddidg--writer-dr
Miss Nancy ,kine
_Dr.andMrs..Er Avenue..Mirray, an- _
nounce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughNancy Jane, to Rick Orr,ser of _Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Otr..1505.0trdinal Drive, MurrP_Y•
Grandfather of the bride-elect is Howard Skinkle of Hebron,
Ind. The groom-elect's grandparentsare Mrs. Brenda Mae-Orr
of Bruceton, Tn., and-Mr. and Mrs.-Ernest Higdon of-Camden,
-
May Be iii:sky And Radiccd Trecurneht
Q: Mrs. W. P. writes that - At your daughter's age, attitude-to tallness in girls reined by pressing the -she and her husband are it is possible to give her is favorable. Many beauty juice from amiles. It isall persons. t She says diet ) a rge amounts -of- ---. -contest wirtnernareliift, as - proetaited in some way to-
me -
.-,-- --f-stie is actually taller than monet to bring on an ea -int diodes. - ------ - , prevent fermentation. andhe.) Their 10-year-old puberty. This treatm nt • -Since you and your hut , is available id sealed hot--daughter , is very tall for • • has to be carried out over band are tall, it „appears .tIes or,cans.
r age. The mother says__ an extended period of time -Ant - •your daug-hter's-- 'Likewise; sweet -daftly' .that she suffered anguish and may be relatively. 1.7)•iwth to a height above apple juice which containswhen she was young and expensive. a ‘irage"-TS natural. exPeei- no preservative and haswants to know if s,ornething_, The long-range effects of able, 
and healthy 0 
whoz.....___,..virittseen-ti,hatectIii-•
can-he done tri-eheek t1,41.. -'eh11--,,,, 'pone ..ther apy IS
.-
daughter' height so- that :uWttr.. Some autilarts: scale attitude at litatial
The bride-e.lectii a junior nursiistudeiit at Murray State
Universityandisa graduate of Igurray_HighSebonl _
Mr. Orr, a graduate of Murray }Ugh School, received his
_Rschlor ofoScience degree in journalism at Murray &lite
tOward your daughter's -When arrnefitation ofda-ii hter will not have ties belleife ;that it may
height should be practiced. the apple juice has takento suffer embarrassment, - increase the chance of can- :-____
• A : If your daughter has re. cer. Many experiencedc'76/incil NW be dtele_iitAbe -- Once, -00--eidee-is said- to -design and use of her , be hard because it contains'regular physician, you(' Physicians adVise against
might ask littn-abolit-tter -trying-tcrrootrotthe height
_courElothes tterWmteake her_beight%._ waloeuelhdolb•et0.(5.0Apnsiderect8 p rcent .
attractive. Higher levels of alcohol -aseejoeingcrzst_endoerinologinTglanduist.„_te,which 4 person is tg,___'
_ -rpt t. Timer:7 giv-e-gT- r8 to 24 percent i)-- -
conditiona;:------ Fortunately, the current '- " ''''.--- 
.
. CI DE It  AND HA F.$11 di ifkfsetefia;e:arthote c caloric
. tiii-1,:c.ol.DS.EviRri,te 
for 
an —Mtar-Irlitett. — ,
explanation of the differ- apple juice contains about
--mice- between apple juice, -85 ealtwies t"-a- six-ounce
serving. The-same volumesweet eider, and hardcider .
andA:the4p.irsaktricie_l secennitne_%it.t„, __:_afbo* uthamrdtainrcideiers: contains 
--method Urnversity where he -wag a mernber of Lambd Chi Alpha • 
- prigram of holiday mug wass aid hirer  "'ad-in- - brilliant  the
ireductide -4e1"P• ew el).
laataniiies indicated. Prepare! 
to curb: obstinacy, envy, merit of the Murray Ledger & 'rues:' Shown performing above are Stephanie Hays et piano and
hypersensitivity Birthdate Tbs,wedding is planned for Saturday, February 18,-at two LIBRA Cheryl Johnsion on flute playing "Jingle Bells" for their
-(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) -12-nr' Gen. Joseph J. Jake. French p.m. at the'First United Methodist Church. A reception will • duet. ‘Others participating In the evening performanceWAn exciting,-stiznulating day. hero, orld art.W 
-Aet-witlx-fonfidence. Luck is 
with you in dealing with
supEriors, experts in all lines,
-I Oct. 24-to Nov. 72) UL' e'?'
A day in which to curb your - SAFETY
innate aggressiveness
• ent self-disciptilse-7and r.
stress moderation.. Extremism
of any kind could alienate 
Miry.' 23 to Dec. if)
 _
Accept the fact that, .teak......';-_-Yott know what the 'rfour-
in-one" rule means? •_ _ . .
2. What:Iwo- traSte-'st-etnt-
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follow at the Murray Woman's Club included: ppm Eldredge, Tracey Eldredge, Cindy
find- frien. 'Bstiteli-,--Dlana Weber, Darla YoungbloodiPat Ham, Roy
'cis are invited to attend the wedding and the reception. Youngblood, Tammy Holland, Loretta Hicks, Vonnie
--Hayt- A= Harcourt Robbielt, David Randolph—   J %4 "fl ,
-' Llz Marquardt, Denise Randolph, Leslie Erwin, Skip
-. -
- Weber, Wendy Lovett, Stacey Willet, Julie Baker and
-.reigh Ana Harmon. Mrs. Wright's Cherub Choir of First
Baptist Churchalso sang with Sue Shelton as their ac-
companist. &lest performers were Martha Kirk and
Steve Hussung. Special work awards were presented to
Darla Youngblood anti:Tracey Eldredge.
By Abigail Van Buren
1978 Cn.cago r..ourte-N.Y News Send. Inc
DEAKABBY • Ynur  answer_to-JUST PLAIN JFAI.OUS
had to be one of your worst! A woman wrote that her
-husband's firm sends him on business trips in the company
of I-pretty, young,_single feonde, arid she asks_ )ow-to
handle it:- You replied, "What's to hindlerSay notE1--ig,
continue to trust hint expect the best' and you'll probablr'
get it."
Abby, you've got to be kidding! Would you have given
the same advice to a jealous husband whose wife had been
sent on business trips in the company of an attractive.
yotmgrarrale maiir
-0 watirparferrieVup-for-hankrptinky, this
is it! The man will be 'lonely" for his wife, and the young
'woman -will-start -crying- oir his shoulder about some
unhappy love affair, and before you know ,it„ they'll be
comforting each other-in bed. ---• - '
I would have told JUST PLAIN JEALOUS to (a) rai.s.
the devil with her husband's boss and.insiet that they put
an end to such tempting business tripe,-or Th) pack a bag















WE ARE NOT -
ALONE , No




2 Shows Nitely At All Theatres
e • ire • olrer-•re. • •)li 4,0
• '`unputrftefild 'reply; witre Atlissy! , LOs egeas,
- • 4* cam. 00069. Enelaara stamped, seif-addressed Avelope.
NO-DUMMY
-DEAR NO: I've been %deluged with mail from readers
who agree with you. (OnlyONE applauded my "trust him"
view.) ?lease consider that -JUST PLAIN JEAL0.14
stated that her husband had never fooled aroupd.
ShOsildn't a history of faithfulnesi(re trust? /
I 814 maintain that if &men is going to cheat, helifind a
way to cheat on his lunch hour.
Your suggestion to "raise the devil" with the husband's
boss would have the man ..come off looking like an
overprotected littfe boy. And-your "pack-your-bag-and-go-
with him" solution would cast him la the: role of a weak
character who can't be trusted.
DEAR ABBY: Among our Christrnas gifts this year, my
wife and frectIted four cards stathig that a gift in OUR
name hadhaen gemt to Ruch and_such a charity, —
Abby, we don't consider' these "gifts." In fact, we resent
others contributing to THEIR favorite charities-in OUlt
names. Most, gifts to charities are 'tax-deductible, which
gives the giver-not tliect-tepittne=1-tax
."gift!")
How do you feel about the  gift-in-your-ninne ick?
'DEAR AGAINST:' I'm FOR it. There 'are hundreds_ of .
wor r anise ns at can ut the mane to use.
w t it tax- e pa. e reeetve-nsore
than they can use iat Christmastime anyway.--
-
DEAR,.ARBY.:.,3-460ieed your "orckdit" to the Yankee
Silversmith Inn in Wallingford. Conn., for providing
duplicate mends In braille for the blind. - ,
I thought umighl hire'.r? know t t all the eleven:* Ili
the birthday m, In • Ind., port, have the
mimbers in lraifle.
I had nuver1 seen this Anywhare_and oughi..at the
-tharit yaw* went, Idea.
z ""`" 't4.Nft13; ARLINGON
DEAR - MIL hinD.44t. -1ElinjeedribAlmtk
vetionii7enilzektluit lia-can walk, ZIA, Eiir -
see, and wkenall public facilities are 'designed to consfd t
,thase_with  iut
n 
isr.p. what A sennfiserfoll 
- •








, k s)) . , Globetrotters-.;,.. \--- unsworaffour sr,vs. .. PADUCAH TILGHMAN HIGH SCHOOL G
THURS., JAN. 5 — 7:30 PM
TICKETS S6 and S5 INFO: 4434144U  
ON SALE. People's First National Bank
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Let's Stay Well
Q: Mr. L. L. has been AtMAPHNE TO 'HELP Retum-the Gift,diagnosed as haviniCito THEKUTE cawm1/01-_
enlarged prostate. He is 50 , CATE
years of age. He has no - Mr ojs. has hefted
significant symptoms. He oout„ -stew machine,.
nttiv worried that the Nwhich will speak for ' a
enlargement may 110__ .." mute person and wants to
early Stages of Callu5.1.-.mi.--saew-iNa-ta
Keep a Friend
sserr•sve-hicr 1.01--Bhe irept -hsitthe set tind-itlite me tha Tither-• !h..imfit'hitstittnfrtz-te-
_
a.vailable-/atet-
aCCO 0 a linen to match it.
Last week Millie's daughter;Who was recently married,
phoned to say that her mothgiven her her service
for six in the antique dinnerware, and would I mind
terribly githig-her the other six So she would- heir'. the
complete set./ was stunned and told her I wbuld think it
ctver- Before I had a chance to Make a decision, —
DEAR ABBY: A well-to-do relar4ve, whom I'll call Millie,  
became a widow three years ago, at which time she broke
tipnh„.er lov_913' Otligineniove_ jut° a .cere-aPartaikest--
mime woe auttfuLset bf lintAue dinnefi. in.
was r d and even bought some expensive tablephysinan wilure 01 April,Mt rding' t • •
- recent Story in.
Tribune." '
The device is battery-
operated. It is-- relatively
' light and portable. hal a
landed number a keys:
Mini Murray Women of theWhen a key is pressed, the
maehine_orodoces a pho- and said "My daughter wants the complete set, Arlie is.. Moose Will meet at eight pm.
nelii; .aninverettuy: so to-keep her traiwriatritrpleimerier-: --44-411e--kidBakalL -- -
rather than a word. About me B • lig& those drshos I gate AMY"- vows Isegortasen4-111WITal
45 phonemes can be pro- Now I'm on the spot. I wouldn't consider SELLING omen's chik does hetrined Calloway County Library
duced which -cell- &7-corri- • Millie those dishes, and I really don't want to GIVE thiens::.-4', twig*  -Board----of. 'Trustees are 
bined into almost any to-&-r daughter either. What sjmuld I do? -:—
D114EMMA-7-' Kappa' De- partmenelitilitr
• Ow and a _cancerous Th-ommunicate most of the omen's -Club 4Trill- -DEAR DILEMMA: It's obviously a squeeze play. If youchange by rectal Engllsh-latiguage. Such _rause to part with the ehhut, you can write off /oar—tton. The latter mar-he a com-Weations3Liew Wr- friendship with Millie Only you can decide whether you'dthaeretei-firm itonit-fir malion of complete sen- rather have the china or Millie's good will You can't have
len on one side or adherent
to its capsule. ' the keye_te-rnake .the aP---give izirsecretary a $150 gift for-ChristmasTand-ilmnatilk---- -;-__ • - Shop Timid*
anxiety with your physi-
You shoukt disctis&SCour propriate-sounds--- his wife that she shouldn't expect anything because An- 930 a.m...3 p. ni . *The rilai.hine ia_called a_ wee ttoo old" to believe in Santa.Clawt - - ..--cram IT You are na-illen---Phonic Mirror Handi- _ BURNING IN BINGHAMPTON
satisfied, ' I suggest that Voice. .it -1*--tw be-distsib- - - 1"-- - - ..
you ash to see another uted by the Amer ea  Ho s- --:---DEAR-BURNING. I, -would say that his marrisas Iona--
- -Phyaietaa-;4-PrefetablY-ene---xte SuPply Corp. The &rouged up, \
wha specializes in genito- price will be --somewhat-. - • 1- ,
., -urinary disease (a urolo- high (about gz000 , hee-thw--_, DEAR-6141W: Before-Christmas my sister-in-laW told
, gist) -in consultation. 'A device may prove useful me that she-was going to give Becky, our 12-year-old
second examination mati for the handicapped per- 'daughter, anillectric shaver for Christmas. -
help to reassure you about sons who want to speak but I asked her, to please give the child something else
the diagnosis. " are uniible to do so. because we didal want her to start shaving her legs lust
, yet The this sister-in-law said, "Wel; it's time . you did,
  -Umues- the kid looks like-a-gorilla"
-------1- ignored the remark, bet Sart enough, Id. -Chrkstmis"
- --Becky reeeived-an -eleeseie-shaver -frone-41*-01int.--Itlo - -
Beckris begging us to let her start shaving her legs. How
should we handle this?
the diagnosis without tak-;
• ing out 'a piece - of the
enlarged gland and having
the tissue examined.
-. Benign enlargement
t- is a faii y
conimon disease among
der men. It is a separate
 iiikriated diseitSe
.-fronim'cistatic canter.
- An experienced physi-
.eiene can usually distin-
Visit between the benign
enlargement- ..(hypertro-
riiesdaYi ilanuory 3 • fi er
urray TQPS (Take Off St. Leo's Catho ic rc Burgoyne, Lucille Rollins,
Pounds Sensibly Club- will Woman's Guild meeting -Ellis Center -wit be' open-Ruth Chambers, Flora Fiord,
meet at the. Health Center at changed to Jan. to. from ten a.m. to three p.m. far *and Ovie Sue Galloway in
seven p.m. . _ wedeeeday „January 4 activities by the Senior chew of orrangements.
Bowling for senior dtizens Citizens with sack lunch at • r _
Murray Assembly NO.- ,19 ,will be at ,CoLtrette -Innen at - noon and table games at one '''-'Sliopping for Senior Citizans
Order el the Rainbew. for. Girls -1:30 p.m-. - 197$ discount cards with .. van will be held and. call '753-
will meet at seven p.m. at the . ..dongion of $3.00 may be 0929 by 9:15 a.m. for morning
lodge hall._ 1971 discount cards' for Picked up both morning and -whopping and by 11:30 am. for
..
,
Garden- Department, Golden AgeClub willhave a
-Murray Woman's Club, .will potluiik ' luncheon at twelve
, meet at 1:30 p.m. with the lioon at the social hall of the
Program on "Fabulous Silk First United, Methodist
Senior Citizens with ---s afternoon, . afternoon shopping.
-donation of $3.00 may -be- . _.. 
First Baptist Church _,picked up at the North Second Friday, Jainuiry 1
Watneteir•Vor. Ufa ;id' .. ' Ad rAmcopnity,,renter "7T10.‘rr. 14,,...4174M1
f011imes:-.-Annie -Arresr' .M.--file p ._,,_-,-•_•_,___ ___722-aind Zula Stone whose home,
With-M-ii-Priul Lyons at ten  -- , ' • . :and contents were destroyed
a.m., Dorothy with MrS...., ...., ..Thisdassipamity"---4..-lq- fire will be held at seven
Theron Riley at 1%30 a.m., - 
.. ..,.....__. .
/luau i c a it-Alta bittit- P412. at, ttle. Dexter Community
and Bea Walker with Mrs.
James Rogers,* 
.7:30Aisociation is scheduled to Center, sponsored by 'Dexter
P.m. - :.meet at the First Presbyterian Homemakers ChM, Public is
--Church at seven p.m. . invited. -
Middle School Acteens of '
First Baptist Churdt will meet
at three p.m. -
nice% at the club house, at 730 -ILI Alpha 'Delta ,Chapter of.
P.m. - 14111 Sigma IThrwM meet at,
the Ellis Center at 7:30 p.m,more advanced cases, the both. •
gland may tiemore swol- - - The us& - has to be 
_ . .
A
trained in the handling of DEAR Alreft-Wi would you say about a mana-
Don't waste time wondering *bouts fast way to get
YOur bearinja.-Call me-your WELcOME WAGON Hostess.
WhetuatirkAsttnovedocou're pressed for time.
And-the gifts, Conimut-iitTand business information I bring
will save your falsity tiroesaiineliwir•
Let me hear from you s9011.
Losing weight neverWEIG4T
tasted so good. vvATcHERs




. MURRAY CLASS :
First Presbyterian Church
I6Qi Main Street _
Monday =-6-i15 '
• DEAR VtTRIOUS: Even though you may think Becky is
_ Imo young to start shaving her legs, if she looks like s
gorilla, please-reconsider. How Becky feels about-herself is, ;..z.
veg inmertant.
At Golden
A special riusical program
was presented at the luncheon
meeting held by the Golden,
• Age Club on Friday, Dec. 9, at




and Penny Wilson sang
several Christmas selections.
They are students at Murray
-State University. 
"Mrs. Mary Gertunspoke,pn
"Savin -Energy", read -a
prayerful verse on "Thank




The group sang Ciristmar
carols with Tennessee Outland
as the pianist. Hildred Sharpe.
read one of her own poems.
Members having birthciays
during Demilber were Dan
an4 Mary Mears, Hildred
Sharpe, and Flo Schlueter.
- The Rev. Dr. James Fisher
gave the blessing prior to the
serving, of the Iwicheon in-
cluding the turkey and
dressing prepared by 018
Bailey and other dishes by the
members.
In charge of the
arrangements were Mn. and
Mrs. Tom Mrand 
Ted Schlueter, Floy
Caldwell, Mina Waters, Meme
Mattingly, and Ethel See.
Guests present were Dr. and
Mrs. Fisher, the Rev. Bob-
Farless, Mrs. Marie Holcomb,
Mrs. Irma LaFollette, and the
four singer's.
Members present were Paul
Kingins, Mesdames Ethel See,
Thelma Parker, Floy Cald-
-Well, Eunice Shekel, Modena
Butterworth, Frances Beach,
liattie Parker, Calista
• Clanton, Naoma Schwalm.
----Robbie Harrison', Ola Bailey.
Birdie Parker, Tennessee
--Outland, Mina Waters, Meme
Mattingly, Eulalya Warren.
Sadie Harrell, Velma Rose,
tu-dtle-Itollins; Katie Over-
- cast, Hildred Sharpe, Autry
Lange, Ruth Chambers, and
Mabel Tolley; Messrs and
mes-Ne Gertzen,
. Schlueter„lian Mears, Harold
M,areki;- 0. C. MclActilare-;
William biarese, -Thomas
Dciughty, Clareate • Hunt,
Clarence Horton, and Byron
Isemlnge.
The dukleill Meet Friday,-
January 6 at twelve noon at
the social " hall of the first
United Methodist Church with
the program to include a film
on Bellingrath Gardens and.
Hawaii. Prospeltle host and
hostesses will be Roger and
Rose Burgoyffe, ,2Lucille
Ballino, Ruth ,Cirembe
• Flora Ford, and One - Sue
" '
e,..
•Bdautiful junior and rti,ssy ciiordinates ond,
-ier-elyeese•44efe« -paws; -,skwts,
, taps., blouses, sweaters, ladkets,blozers arid
• vests in 'flattering fe,hioa...cators. Buy that' -
fgvarite ouoirand really sove-ot Bright's' - ,_






Eva 1- Roach of Kirksey
FtouteOrie was dismissed Dec.





Save like ae.reeboSare owleatt;e,s
leather-too, suedes, 113bsrttA, fui
tr imnsed styles and uhtrinwried $ty ‘eS •
n -pont (tie ond drescringths
.  f,orn On,O iincrm.shs, .!rk beoioifu!
folbssonrC040,1,- titkry 0 and save'
!Nam ••••
 AP- ''I•••••Ir
"haliS--12.krtheift"aiCengr ssm n Brooks Ha3r, 4edel"eil-ne t -Gutit-Gttier's accouniof how he and
theall-Ci-his—LMurtsyStitte- -for a serreretTedifres; fainilY-fd'seved Chltrnilas rt
• 1880' MBen and Brock Speer of the Lomeli s. r. Guier wa.s a spry, a e
 the addresses 
Murray
ce n, . . „ --
HEARTLINE: I am new working in , 
On this date:




In 1661, the English writer, ,Sainuel _beverage before a Service at the Union , • +++ -retire within the-diest year. I have • Pepys recorded in hia diary that for the- ' ' - Charles T011ey's experience in the
. • .-
•, , - 
first time, he had seen women en the*mental annuity, a person must have - -stage. . WRITE TO POLITICIANS - -
Railroad industry'. How does a person '• ---- • it, _ _ , .._ . .  Ledger • - - tft- one in- this- category-which- ,111 virttie-amututt-of-thans-atiove- $5000,
• - --European nations liberated in World-- alwa s '• remember or the column • thus making home purchases more
-• --
care. -I have to-have &Jot of medical • -regulations./ -• - column on Sara Illisiune 
If came out • on'tackg.„ eesei-W-inteeing there and for children, youf,:grarKle_141.4reite your - Tar-W. Ezell has joined the staff of
-care for myt.feet. Ciii you atrine What Califano said that many of
it--Tharoday.,_and that morning before_ the:first time ever American eagles friends  and youeselves, and I tfie-SilSeriii-JOnes Motor Company,
l. theie'ru-ler
Medics:4. Ineans by rautineloOtouret;-___•- #n archaic and eve it appeared:- 'husband Kati and 'their „free 
apd". Wild. Getting to eat biiffalg_ more of you will Store thentwith me and will be in charge of the new and.
children - gathered about her in the meat fog, the, first time oat Kentucky I wduld appreciate hearing•from Yell, used tractor sales.comprehensible requirements - often DaniVillage5tatePru•kwasenother, because writing the Genii-. is like Births reported include a girl- 'to
- k Medkare's routIne- in elaborate and excruciating detail -'1191111F-11mal
. feet- care -hot-covered is the The: Amingt---nas' -nec•consody_ 
Lvanced copy was react to her *SO titere_l_w_eie our visits tO feeding ii-Sttlferriard.det, drop me gaff" Sat and Mrs, Joe-P. vfliscod .-on--",---
_ treatment for ftit4eet it, Tither itrie_. regtaitlies 
thi 
„makep H-arry S. Triunan Librav andMuseum a note in care of The MurritY Ledger & 31; .
• tural misalignments of the feet; and
removal of corns,. warts (including
- -Planters '*its ), and callusel.
However, you can reante coverage for
- routine foot care if you have a medical
--- condition -affecting- the lower limbs
tsuch as diabetes) which requires that
such care be performed by a podiatrist
or a doctor of medicine or osteopathy.
- 'for those people-an Medicare.—
Heartline has developed-a detailed book
covering the whole Medicare program. '
- "Heartline's guide to Medicate" is
▪ written in easy to undeistand question -
and answer form azarearitilis
up to datt_ information_ on Medicare.
Thii book covers many me4icol items
and services that are---covered by
Medicare, complete information on the
-.deductibles you have to pay, a sample
Medicare claim form with detailed
instructions on -how to fill it out, and a
complete explanation on hqw the
reasonable charge under part "B" is .
figured. Thsi book may be ordered by
sending $1.75 to Hear-Vine's guide to
Medicare, 114 E. Dayton St.; Welt
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. This book is
- completely guaranteed and if,_oeu -are-
• . not satisfied your money will be
▪ refunded. Please_ allow six weeks for
delivery. • • •
anyone, Cahfano said, including the
people who administer them, or the
people who must comply with them.'
. HEW programs affect virtually all
Americans in such areas as -health
care, social security, 'education and-
social services, and Califano has asked
everyone who has "encountered a rule
that has perverse effects, a confusing
--fa(1L_a11_1101air _requirement. to.
submit „commerils to him with
Iiiggestions on Now these regulations
should be changed. ▪ -
Comments on- revising HEW
tnnewprocdureiföU
wiitini new regidations shcniklbe_ sent-. _
to Operation Common Sense, P.O. Bint
536, Washington,-DC-20044. - -
Today In History
By'Mt Assochtted Press . -
Today is...Tuesday, Jan. 3, the third
day of 1978.-There are 362 _days left in
-the year.
Toda .'s • • t in hide :
On this -date in 1777, General George
Washington's ragged and hungry army
Touted Eiritish regulars in the Battle of
Interest Rate
-FRANKFOirr- *ill  in-- -
crease bank interest rates is likely to be
introduced in the 1978 session of the
General Assembly.
' This bill will affect every citizen who
borrows money, --includirig home
buyers.- The home buyer interest rate
increase is t ontemplated if bank in-
terest rates are-iiicreased. --
The bill.aow in the talking stage by
some of the leading banking institutions
inilie 
present law that has the usility rite
State, Would make changes in the
limited to a maximum of 8.a per cent on
the-- first,415,000.- -Any amount above
$15,000 borrowed, the borrower must
negotiate the ratewith the lender.
heard that to qualify foe- the -sup- 
The proposed bill woult reduce the
Williamson, W. Va., flood and Ray $15,000 maximum to $5,000. Savings and
In 1919, Her rt Hoover was selected 











Once more New 'York city is
I . ,4
•
over as majOr_on the first of the
ear has a task no one can
-billinitynore•Oveethe next four have TritiWed- UP 'the.citY ate
yearstletause lending in scheduled for removal during
stitution*elre supposed to hdie., year. -The Comnittnient of
confidence in the ability "-of the union-dominated city
borfowerS ‘t6 repay; the- Pension fursto buy city bonds,
question arises how the federal for example, will-stop in mid-
government can have any more year. And so Will the federal
coniliteitce the,cily's abiTifyT.Tcktia_rrffinithave-heen-eoming
to ,r,erigy___ than the financial in since 1976. .
.0min-unity:halt this:Tau, - Mr. Keeh -must-411erefore,
9xecall§, that the city was find' sonieity fir-shoWings that
forced to cancel a-planned sale the city is credit-Wirt:11y it is
of $200 million- in -short-term to -receive federal fund r and
notes when Moody's :gave-the—sraY-anandaily afloat. And we
notes its lowest rating. Would- note- that his task 1.4_2119-de
 ,bekinderwitteris___Tirudent_fr harder by the ...SC perFent .Pay"
l5aCked-away. , -increase' that the city council-
-Edward, Koch -who's .to take just voted itself. -_ _
'
ART 
HEARTLINE Is a service for senior
citizens.. Its purpose --fs. to ens
questioni'a-nd solve Problems - fast. If
• you have a question or a problem
  -answered in these columns,
„- HEARTLINE, 114 E. Dayton „Weal
untirlii, Ohio 45381 'Von will
Initiate a stain
receive_ a_ prompt_ repp tt ye; must
envelope: 'The m eful ill
be printed in th coluam.
HEART ‘. I have been drawing




pregram to rewrite • HEW
make them more -up- •
derstandable to the general public, and
has asked the --public to_ -sohmit,____year ending. 
That's what I'm doing
-suggestions. -Called Operation- todaY•lookinghsck over 
the 104 Galleys
Conunon Sense," the project-will in.
p"supset review" to eliminate Ythich-trdeld yeeme to 
mind.-





and tOal Califano termed -a "towtw•-- CalloYls is the oPP9rtunitY it
-affords to
bottom. overhaul of the way HEw meet and get taknow so 
many different
develops new regulations." - --People - some for the first 
time - and
Calirano pointed out that in the past . -hi-share with you their experiericeS 
and
25 years HEW regulations haoe grown 'backgrounds- - •
tei Fill 6,000 pages-in 13-sodunteant•the „,
orritildeiltriteguiRttowandtat•--- • tag therolerun  wbicbgave
In the .pitnt.-g-yeurs glom; -matinia• the-fgreatest-pleascule-in-ITC 
it
- --would tare -to the Mother's' Daywritte.kTin-sre 3,001 Pages 'a-•
"a current connection" with
& Times snow on 1-57 were interesting to tell, but -- 
fellow the banks in increasing the rata
as r-ge er 1 for the relief Of - establish this current connection? J. K periodically-publishes
Greve Church Of Christ.
Little Raybo Durin's observation of 
the "ladies" of New Orleans' Bourbon
Street ran a close second. Rob Gingles•
mixed-up 44nner engagement with the-,
Kenneth•Hoovers also rang the bell, as
Alvis,hirier-Tskirrelx.ying•to
get a New York telephone operatorto
-ring "2 longs gild, 2 aborts at Lynn 
Grove; Kentucky" so he could tell his
mother he was safely back in the U. S.
after World War IL -
+++
Personal experiences •reported in
cludE4,1 trip-S- to The Ballard County, I will soon-be-66 years old
o ow-guMinnertMTpuonrariors. that
























ws. •  • •• • -














--and may THIS pyramid last forever!" •





Of The 104 Galleys of 1977
In the news media, it is customary at
the end of a calendar y_e_e_r to** back
and touch some of the highlights of the








- ,The first baby of 191111.4a-t alliesap•-•—
Colinty was Arthe Pindern Miller. :
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Tamas I.
Miller. She was born-at 12:21 a.m. .434...;_-_,:-
.1aBn14. n 
Jeffrey, superintendent Of-
talloway County Schools, saki
- Calloway schools will remain closed
until roads are free of ice and snow.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Lettie
Sinders, age 71-,
agefl, and Frances koberts, agar
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon
Dick of Hardin Was destroyed by _fire
yesterday-4
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Ellis of Murray
announceer•= the engagement of their
daughtm-Vicki Stark, to Jack Howard
Shell; son of Mr. and Mrs.,HowardShell
of Louisville, __'___-.. •
Births reported include a girl to Mr.




20 Years Ago •
  The first baby of 1958 in Cellaway
• Coady was Karen Marie. Surkeeni
• daughter- of Mr.--.aM---T•ffir. ltbbert
Burkeeii. She wa.s born at 8:02 a.m. on
Jan. 1.
Deaths reported include Dr. 116-in-a.
Palmer, Henry Clay Armstrong, age 57,
. and William Preston Turner, age 83.
The Murray State College Thorough-
breds beat Lowlville 75-41 in a
basketball game. Gerald Taber got 20
points for Murray. '
1.74-irths reported include a girl-to Dr. 
and Mrs. Jimmy Robinson on Dec. 31.
Mrs. Jack Jones completed a study
on Africa at the ineetingpt the,Raptar• _
Spring Baptist Church 'NW held at the
home of Mrs. Earl Barnett.
"Stopover -Tokyo" starring Robert
Wagner, J d Edmond









•-:*-E-TiCenter to. see the thousands of
That's all history now. We're just-a •
year older and in front of us is another -
clean, fresh 12 months, -and it will be
interesting to look back next January
-and see-what 1971 had instore
one thing ritr'eertaul: r know
trianLon•e_o_trave ipterkii4, awn'
humorous, stories to tell itheut
about daughter Kay's close call with
the Beverly Hills Super Club fire. Her
reserv-litieVu• for the night after the
fire, but! didelkqow that. I just knew
_she hadlaaided to be there to hear
singer John Davidson, and for an
anxious night.thaughtiaia_was.in the _
crowd cought in the fire: '
+++
30 Years Ago-
4ohn H. Blinn has assumedhis duties- '
asi-minister -Of the Muiray Clerch of
_ Christ 1-- - -
Dekihyroartett thclude Mrsjfe
K-tcage 78
one onlfira.-litlybellefones, the at Independence,:Mo.„ the Ailagma 'flitig'-&-eve r—iitra'call al hdillirr$3-'Dr. and H. Tftsworthaand son, , -
wife of Calloway' County Jailer Wimpy Space and _Rocket Center at HIWtri1le 7899) in the evening. It would be nice to Steve, have returned home afters visit
Jones also-was fun-to clo. A hippy-go- - and a day-long trip along the banks of heartfelt) you. with relatives in Florida- . •
"Fixates of Monterme.". starring --
interview , If I ever have to go to jail I Lake, a day climaxed by a family-style - richest blessings in health, wealth and Maria Montez and Rod Ca-merlon is -
hope they putme in hers. _ . happiness in the ,NevrYear! showing at Varsity 
Theatre,._ ....dinner atBoyette'S.- -
Other memorable interviews of 1977 +++
were with: Fatside,Rthitand, the loitg- From a nostalgic standpoint the A e Or Not _Hy ti..C.Van( tirom
time Racer football' fan; the two column about my Memories of my
Mormon missionaries, Brad' Cowley dad's hog killing times, and my week-
and Tait ykichards-trwonser-where--- -long-trip-to-the 1933-World•s*aie-in - -
they are now); J. D. (Stumpy) Rayburn Chicago on $1.3 comes to mind.
upon his Murray state' retirement- Dr.
0. C. Wells, who will-obseive his 91st
lucky_ lad_y. Mrs. Jones was a. joy • to
gospel-singingS - Family- and • -years of ageenDec.. 22. - -
.. country herooriat Jerry_Cldwer. • -7 And, -I don't want,_W overlook_the -
•••• 'One of the nicest people I interviewed _series of columns about the- four
last year " was Sandra Stark, the , way Countiatis_7- Ivan WilSOLI, Dr. T
reigning Kentucky Dairy Prihcess from
Calloway County. Some' if our other -
"queens" ' could,. learn -a lesson in
graciousness and humility from her. _
+++
Little-Julie Waldrop's -anties get.the.
nomination_f_ the "cutest" column of
the year -- how she got in a field ;Alb a
bull; scared the daylights out of
everybody ritige Murray Country Club
with a-runaway golf cart and how-she 
Calle
L Y. Lancaster, E. H. Canon and the
- late Dr. Gordon Wilson - for whom -
buildings have been named at Western
Kentucky. ' --
I learn * la about them and
-Calloway County in the early days just
as I leartied• from Dub Polly that a
-drn is more than somling you beat -
It's a fish, ancthe Nicked one which he
thought weighed about 20 pounds one,
day last summer On Keatueky Lake. It
the Mississippi from Cairo to Reelfoot
Also, the one about the razing otthe
old. heating plant at Murray State. . . . .
I
Meanwhile, best wishes for God's
A. In general terms, an-employee-has
a current connection if he has at least 12
' months of railroad employment during
the last 2-1/2/Working yeara before
retirement If an employee does not
War I.
In 1935,90 percent of the piell-e-in-*
Saar voted for_rewrion with Germany.
• In 1959, President Dwight
Eisenhower sighed a proclamation"
-state and ladeeal-
_epresentativei serving our area.
FEDERAELEVEL • -
Any senator or representative
may he [teethed through the
cofigressianal switchboard;12112c22.4:_-ettiaW-en this basis, an earlier 2442 adriiitting-Afaska into the Union as the-  3121..
15431e Thqui*t -"••
expensive. ,
It also would affect business people.
who borrow rnonerfor seaSonal pur-
chases ormerchandise
-
centate the-focal -courta toot th —
'less than their _werating costs. This
came in the face-of the argument that
local governments were crying that the
new System would cost them revenue
from fines and fees.
At first, the state-was trying to work --.
out a plan to reimburse city'courts and
county courts for fees they would lose
under the new system. Now, the state
must come up with some method to
finance -the Courts that were losing
•I:c Money under the old system.
However, there may bee bright side
for the -state since many bf the local •
courts were operated on the "friend-
ship" system where fines were-waived
or cases were diamissed thtough -
political influence. Under the new state
system, there may be a more uniform
rule where evidence will play a major
role instead of friendship. This, could
hold in the overweight_truck-eases
in the &el field areas where county •
judges have tothinely 'filed away. .
complaints filed by the Department of
•
_ The_Lord openth_the eyes of the - _Even p!raous who buys automobiles
• Trcaonuntysporta
off
t is are 
likebria—came
entild be- affected, but not as rithetr as with bills to-increase fees for servTres to
year period with 12 months of railroad - _ cataractosive us great concern and homeoweers or thole who borrow on six
-Psalm  146:8.
- bolster - county-Pico= because of
Tetrillgy-tif used, but only if tive 1961, '\1e. syrtaa aevar' --Here'nr'etheinethng-nekkenseS.-
-envoy-ee-did-rfor retails& . Sen. )ValterD. Huddlestan ""/ •••• we ask the surgeon .to cut them out. . Months.. orrlyarrnotes.. of--inen court- revenue': 'County -*•'• '
non-railroad job 'following the earlier lp 196_7,-. -the slayer of „accused
pefloci, as such non-ra inindags presidential 'assasiin -Lee Harvey -
would break the earlier rrenf con- •••
•
3;27 Dirksen Buitcling. Washington, Spiritual 
blindnesscomes On gradually ' payMent notes are based on 1.5 per cent -relations witn Cuba. officials are-likely to ask for salary
D.C. 20510 -- • - - •
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
; toe. Aslt the Lord to correct Y911.1;
sight.
interest monthlymighe unpaid balance, increases-which Will meari.an increase
and most automobi are purchased on in fees to produce the ...necessary .
• - - -' - -----..-• -Dallas-„IttexashosPitil. --- - -- • - :-
- However, self-employment (working . Ten )ri.ars ago: North • Vietnam
in an Indivichial's own unincorporated reiterated that if the United. Stoles
-businissi.rer-whiiking tor certain U. S.--- -*anted peace talks, all it ma to do Was
Government agencies. {Department of . halt the bombing of NeTdil Vietnam. - - -
. Transportation, Interstate Commeree Five years ago: The 93rd Congress
• - Commission, ._ttational Mediation_ " convened with an attack on the Nixon
Board, Railroad. Retirement -float'd ), Administration • by leaders' of the
••• ,
does not break a
HEARTLINE:
am still working.
went connection- Democratic majorltil
am 61 years old rind 1 One year ago: The large st loan in the _
will be 62 in July and 30-year history. of the 'International
l-plan to retire a d start drawing na unnetaiy raid. nearly $4 boon, was
social security benefits at that time. T made, to Britain-to bolster the nation's' •
have read some of the social security __currency.
literature and I find if very confusing. -Torlay's birthday:, -Hockey great
'Can't the _goverement make this - 43ehhy Itull Is 39 *ears old. Actor Ray
• :literattlre easy to understand? C. It. *Jutland is 70. -w
„'-X. 'Tour wtsh may be _comb* true • , Thought for today: Curses are like -,-•
very:, *ion Health,-- --Education, :,and processions. They return to the plaoe• .---• • Welfare Dept IHEW) vcretaer Which they came niovanni
• •lasePh4;111.14ano s,a11114neel Plans uffini, Relied writer, 1809-1881v -- •
. .5,4 4. .
Washington:D. C. 20510 -
Murray Field Office, 753-1852 •
Rep„.Carrolli4ubbarCk-
204-Cannon House Office Bldg._ -
Wahington, D. C. 20515 - '--
STAtE LEVEL
State legislators may be.reached
in Frankfort, when the Gene-I-al
Assembly :is in session by dialing 1-
5O4•2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Buildipg,
















The Murray ledger 4. Times ia, published
every afternorinexeept Suntlays. July 4. Christ—
mas Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving try 
Murray Newspapers,:Anc  .103 N. 4th St_
Murra,y, 42071. Second Class Postage Paid at
Murray, K . 42071.
SUBSCR MON RATES: In areas served by
can-teal, 50 .per 'month, payaMe in advance.
By mail In noway (minty and to Benton, liar-
din, Mayfiel , Sedalia ind rmington, Ky.:and
Pans, Buchanan and Pur ar, Th ,. Si? 50 per
year. By.mail to other d lions, $32.50 per
Ytmr 
-Member of Assunated ess,.kepiwicy Prasi
P•asarration and Southerii ewtpaper Plhiusrs
The Assocditecl•Press exclusively entitled to
republish local new or. •nsted by•ThtiDdurray
Ledger di limes wen all other AP news.
TELEP1V10 NUMBERS
Business 0141ice
rtashilwil Agti..ert I •.111r •
Kelm! filisplayl Ad.s...rtuUry. iiielP44114.- -
Circulation :f753-1916
Ne siS and Spor4i)4.4_  753-014
some perions borrow on an open note
that is due in six months or one year to-
- -buy an automobile. These are persons
- r-rttith• a very gos5d-tredit ratiiig. :they
- merely renew the note at the low in-
tereat rate &they arenotable to have it
. altpaid when the due-date aril' 'yes.
, Other important legialatio that is .








surance" bill will deal wi
liability surancefor doctors
hosp-ifiblunce-the- XerftuCky
Court rultd the plan adopted in the last.
Session unconstiptional. . • . 
*
n-aMing legislation for the new
distrid.Cpurt systefll-t0111 nnP of.the
knotty problems facing:01e legistatUre.
-4, recent study showed that a large
. There' will be the usual number ,of
"housekeeping" bills that normally
pass withoqta_ ultr debate nrsctilbb_f.-:̀
by the teglOiltorsi Herein lies potential
danger for it is these bills that "don't
hurt anybody"- whirs.. -bidden= or
eiferloiscediangnagepr=174b.
New laws governing' '• in '
I_Sentnck7 to conform with ', neW' 
egistation— and egniati
occelpy a large part of the time ef the
1978 legislature.
Of course, there. will he *the usual' ;, .-
4-spate ef-eeneumer-preteetiee •
the . individual bills introduced by
legislators to appease the constituents
hark home. --• •
More than 1,290 bills are likely to
twintroducediveafiVal about a thirdwius
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• . r . , ...;:,,
window of a Paramount Coal The l'eCd, =nailer, in---
. Co truck. Oliver said the cident occurred on Guess
ri;I 29th Day —: '
. . - 
.,„„._. . _:...., 4
•
,--............ • ...• - • •••-•••
:-.-UMW Heitid Sayi .11-6-. .-Siii: -No. End To Ciia' 1 Strike. ..„. , 
head by the spike, but did not :when eight persons we-re
appear to be seriousl/ injunitt'Irrested after state police said
truck driver was tut in the River Road in WA -County ,
•
, . .; 4.. 4,. Authorities Nam ,tbe leven .fliei  windows and
-411-e-Aistletated Pres:5f the arrests resulted from r Wise t.; tr." jai: and centitiOiVise arrestid El rocketttrucks beioniing to the
• Apppa achia's coal fields,
which. -remained peaceful
'throughout Most of the holiday
period, grew restless once
again Monday with several in-
cidents reported in Kentucky
and Virginia.
The nationwide strike by
over 160,000 United Mine
Workers entered its 29th day
Tuesday with still no end in
la the foreseeable future. up equipment at a Kentucky
coal aone_appeared to be re-
said over the weekend while lated to the UMW strike. Ken-
visiting in Beckley, W.Va., tucky state police said state
that current talks between _the offictals were in-
union and the Bituminous tiOal..-wstigating -the dynamiting of
Z..1,C1.
Washirigton_12.......:Etng the Davetia Coal Co. in Martin
Count4i- —
• The talks broke driest Frl-' Police said about 12 sticks of
day after a breakdown in din- dynamite were ueat- to blow-
cussiqns, apparently .over, a up about six pieces of
'labor Stability clause. It ap- equipment lust after midnight
parently will be-up to federal Monday. There were no in-
mediators to get the two sides juries. State police said no
back to the bargaining table. arrests have been made.
In Kentucky, a Monday Kentucky state police ane
morning explosion which tilew the Alcohor, Tobacco and
Firearms . DiVision tf the U.S.
Treasury Department also are
PHOTO
SPECIALS
DL VELUM & papaw ROLL
x7 COLOR'n
ElliggCMcnt
.1,1W24Atilf SW* OR LOLOIlk NF.GAIR
-4111W- t /WIT-.1-ENtAacmstirs PER 0:1414211_
1776. 1M39 
is. AisTwk, .40 '011 StG




explosion Which daprged the
mobile home of McCreary
-County, Ky., miner Donnie
Waters. 'Authorities said
Waters Was not. home at the
time of the explosion and there
were no injuries.
A* pair of incidents in the
Wise, Va„ area Monday re-
sulted in the arrests of more




The 514A incident occurred
about 10:15 a.m when about
100 pickets blocked Old Coe-
burn Mountai11.0ad near
'Over of the Virginia ,state
police. The incident ap-
parently was touched off when
someone threw a railroad
spike through the c_losed
rest% 49 more. Paramount is
a non-union coal compimi




* .* • 
SR vc*
. '.130O Johnson Blvd. _
urray Ky
Nietnanaroo— p Withditviati Open 9-3 Mon.'thrua Thurs.9-6 Friday -
*fore Negotiating War Phone-759-4234
.7;...,..,...:-.1 - *
41ona' of 1, Vjetnamese - -* - -
won't -negotiate an end to its
— Cambodia said today_ ft treOps, 
backed by hundreds of *
border war witli Vietnam until 
tanks and planes, have in-
vaded Cambodian territory
all Vietnamese troops .viitil, and are trying to. overthrow
draw 'from' its territtiry, ' —. the 
ribriummiSt regime.
...,. Radio Phnom path saiiihe . Hengifeplied *that Vietnam
offer 
f when Cain
was forced to defend itselfCambodian government re-





Vietnam made last Saturdais
- when Cambodia severed
diplomatic_ relations with Its
110 To
January Clearance
vaded Vietnam, killed or /a.
, woeuded /thousands and de.
_S y
--2--end other structures.
• "Vietnam never has heti
any ambitions to occupy an
eastern neighbor.  inch, 
of land of a • foreign
t -,_-**re resit:1y to.Abieral away t hose-
infiltrnted into oar
ry and brought disaster
peopie Mid-the nation,'•
said the Vietnamese- army )1.
newspaper Quan Doi Nhan
Dan__ -*
_IlanSpicelandittnowein
loped at Porde& Motors
as 1--'4eChanic.
owned hisOwn- alto -repitr
shop for years, and-has
y rs experience in
bon is married to ch
pieeland and is a native of
Murray, "
Don's.auto_mechanic ex-
i. in keeping with





1406W Mein 753 5315
The- exchange-of-charges *
Dyer the weekend was theiltat4.
official- acknowledgment JOU-. *
border-warfire
iiiiiernments -ww-- admit
began. in April 197S, shortly- ;
after„the Communist victories *
in Saigon -and Phnom
• The Cambodians and Viet,
-namese are ancielit,- .*- -
1 narenettles,-
--- Parent IA" -5151241114414114-
has not _
bey them. _   *
Western sonitelin *
say they believed Vietnamese *
troops_ are still, inside Cam- *
&Sian territory, • but :doubt *
r news reports tbat six` Viet-
namese divisions are poised to
strike,ogainst Phnom Penh.
The Soilet Union, a strong
hacker,of the Communist fe-
gime in Vietnam, indicated its
support for the Vietnamese of-
fer to negotiate but avoided
public endorsement -of either _
government's claims. .China, •
the Cambodian Cortununists'













Sport Shirts -NG CIEFVF 30% or,
All Jeans 20%
All Belts 20% ()f f
non-argon Company. -
Police said those arrested'
offered no resistence when





Dr. J. D. Outland Tommy Walker






EMPHASIS IS ALWAYS PLACED ON YOU, OUR
DEPOSITORS...GIVING YOU EVERY ADVANTAGE, TO MAKE
SURE YOUR SAVINGS PLAN EARNS THE MAXIMUM ALLOWED
BYLAW!
Al! accounts are insured up to S40 VI and inteiest is r -..ipounded daily from date of deposit to date of
withdrawal Passbook Accounts may add to or withdraw at any time Certificates require S1,000 DO
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Notre Dame's stunning 38-10
rout of previously unbeaten
and top-ranked Texas in the
Cotton Bowl le.ayeS one very
01110$,
•••••....•••
big question to be answered claims to the nattiest' chain-
before the college football' pionship following big bowl
season officially draws to a victories on Monday. Even
close: who's No. 1? Texas, despite its loss, felt it
Notre Dame, Alabama and deserved consideration for the
Arkansas all staked their-N.l ranking. •





- wanr to call
 -41La•name.i. _
A
pline o writers " vely, toy= points_ ophalons. of spoils editoridike Huntsville Butler. --e - any of thelourneyi the OVC
.- the Associated Press poll. ever, feel they deserve it after- Those views and opinions' do ' May die: tb, 












A scrappy and pesky baliclull
with good overall size, the
Vikings stunned Tilglunan in













, Duke 86, T
- 
Florida 92, Tennessee




Thehigh school picks are 46-
14 on the season and the OVC
picks
did not I____ £I.__ -parings for'
No. 1 - what does that make
us?"' •_EIIITOR'S NOTE: This
Ken MacAfee, .Notre column, .."Standing on the
Dame's All-American tight Firing Line," which regularly
end, echoed his Coach's words. appear& in the sports section
"Of course, we feel metre No.--of- The--41farray Ledger &
hesait.Mkeat thelei=iniggisentaina the views and
team (*cad




By Msow%"ke kawBranzi- otaL 2.#
• be 'B it14- in I ed in the
team in the First R•131111.100 rocoaa_nne_.4-1-avar-the
is cruciaL since ...Maaar-Ltheir 1996-ige"AimPl"mr-'1°I 'ile""a"4 eileel thef--Ienows? But regardleaC the Ifolidays as we placed onlyege foolballtearnado not. . owe State ---. :,-- ,------ ---- ed i t oriel -- - 'wattle& of the
play a tournament leading to a .. . Arkansas,- meanwhile,   management— -------
of - - 'ff)---fo- 'Drat full 'email*: -'01- lh,VIefurrars games in the
formal natianigshkunpionship _ cluntiecl into the picture by__. newspaper because ' 41te 
basketball season has taught .-Evansville Memorial Tour-
' III schools. ' . -- -"We- have a great football- - newspaper strongly - 
Ada US 011e thing:, on any given-nament. -
night in the, First Region,
as do Division H and Division -.shocking Oklahoma. - -managment of
- Results of the Toll were taatn. andann_Ida,Y...WitIllthat.ta limit opinionalleiktedt47.--AnYme * 
beat anyone. Htte are the high schools
scheduled to be released at anyone in Abe nation:* said--ticks to only those which - -yThp--is number 'nee? PO . piMetisoriafolr at HEATH- .b7lifilvrde,, . , _ 
,
6: 30'p.rn. EST today: Lou Holtz; -Arkarisie first-  -Parrallel the editorlalhoice is Lone Oa/. After -rs,wisil County at LONE OAK
Monday's four. "tit-  bowl year coacir-'11-141Y mind, a* ' philesphy of this newspaRrlintroying Tilgiunan by 25_ by nine Calloway Malty at
games produced three major 'Ogiktia....,1:71'here's no doubt- would be a disservice to oar
upsets, as the Nbs. 1, 2 and 4 --about it. Bnng on the Winner -readers. - • --.---k
tams in the country' went •of the-Dallah-Denver game!' We urge readers who ao not
down to defeat. Besides Notre .: T-exas Coach Fred Akers- 'agree with - an opinion ex- TOURNAMENTS
Kentucky 72, Vanderbilt 59
Mississippi St 84, ISU 82, OT
Southern Tech 66, Samford
63
S Florida 88, Bowling Green
_79 
.
Va. Commonwealth U, Hos-
U 67
MIDWEST
Ball St -13-, Mercer 79
DePaul .22, W.-Michigan 61
Marquette 67, Wichita St 58- -
N Illinois 92, Cornell 64
' SOUTHWEST
Texas Et-paso 51, Louisiana
Tech-43-7-4 "
FAS WEST
'Oregon lig, Vermont 57
Utah 91, Fairleigh
Dickinson 66
7--Dametit-victorY over Texas,- -pointed to regular sea= vic---.:-presised in this column- or Hal of Fame Class* -
-s-Arkansas atunned - No: -tories over Oklahoma' and -Arz-lny eolumn appearing in First Round
1• $5 Oklahoma 31-6 in the Orange kansas and said he felt his- this newspaper - to respond Malone 92, Walsh 83
-Bowl -and- Washington ̀  sur- team still deserved to be rated - with their feelings on the• Milliken 69, W Virginia TechJANUARY-1S -  PriffigN-0-A-MtehiSan 27-20 in No. 1. "Atleast the team that particular issue being 59
llieltaawStiwt-.-The only gamewirmr-Hu'llioN1111----...-.,:that *ant according to form
, -was the Sugar Bowl, • where
• - - -1 Alabama defeated Ohio State
• 
- and that wasanOrLone•
. sided than expected.
stile of ieal  Cia. ham, 2 .eggs •'No major school finished the
*-11 JUMMOVIDIEAKFAST...1/4
burstiven
neat us. was -a gOod one," h discussed by writing litter to
obserVeed. "Evm-ybVy can't the editor.
* say that."-- .-. •
Roints then going a week jaINGO by four, Murray High
close game, the Purple Flash
analasinig_a-- it MARSHALL COUNTY bylater at Tilghnum
has to be the top team. They 
_tsedahreeliaabnyd 20M. AYFIELD at
are the most physical club in
the , Region and`fliiii Oak- . For the OVC tonight: Robert •
Butler game would have been Morris at EAST TENNESSEE
quite an interesting -diem- -1/Y---Wall"arrilednesdaY:
pionship _fflatchurt at Tub__ LaSalle at WESTERN
1 KENTUCKY by -4Ww-allti
, Number twat Its of right James Madison al- AUSTIN
That cat .14,tiflta. inn a lamer_ . .4.4;1°,7: St. Mary:If the,arzicoranivoiwin, efEwAvyilbyhave26thepo.
 After-- tite---tinwl---al 
wer ratings
against _Notre Dame,' wideltifvfonday _everyone is askinc.A*41-.4be_y ha-47-bten. the, 
illir.. of OVC teannand predictions
lost to an_ urranked cluici
Mississippi. - 
who is number rone and the Prise. Mem all seinill!it` -)....-- .,.. #.1-$$---1.„.. 
for-Saturdayl league openers
-samaittinghOld8Aroetw high,--an- agnuld ger I, nod -for later In wu wv ci"
and hot -biscuits with rideye ---7-lernon unbeaten, There vras nothing to knock , school basketball in die First third and414311eLfoorth•ranked learns bad one lass, aboat ladtrelaaMelaperform-   Afte_r_-that, out  several SWIM SeaS0f1
-
*COUNTRY NAM SANDWICII...1/4
of Ki.„44ein with fries.
setting 11P-- the Beramble for-knee ift-theton_Bewl• Bowl:-The
No. 1. Those seven, With their
Beg. $2 85 JUST $2.50 rankings the poll taken at
. the end of The regular season,
were No. 1 Texas, No. 3
Aiabalia#110. T Notre Dame,
No. 6 Arkansas, No. 7 Kdn-
tucky, No. 8 Penn State and Mayfield had been the pre- four before the season is over. Polar Bear swim.
No. 16 San Diego State. The Jrialk.ineartulfge,-hekl- -aesson choice In the First --Wfth a Ifttle- lac* ...theTigers, Ivy Granston,-of Vancouver,
—The-- latter three /were-re-las riuthia--bitir-Eart Region. they loit at home could have defeated Hunt- recen-Faer-iir specli-1 badge
considered outsiders in the_Campbell in check, limiting to Paducah Tilghman then of-sville Butler last week. marking her 50th appearance
race for the top ranking-•the Heisman Trophy winner to Course, -lost -to Huntsville in the 58th annual swim, held
*COUNTRY HAM . _ _ _ , _ 
imintititter_
i y was ineligible for 116.vardsin 29 carries. Butler in_ the_ Tilghman ,______ _,__,- - ,.... _,__ - - ..- i-There arts half-deeektx - Sunday Rick Herd 
of Van-
Cut - =bowl competition, Pend State- It.was also Alabanies day Christmas Tournament. • - 
teams that are all ev couletalaoreceivedanawaraslice of the finest Ky. Cc — eir soil Include '
-Rea.$2.15.15ST $1.9s5
beat Arivaria State  „in.---the--as-JeffrRutiadge-complated-4- -Then there's- Tilghman: match they for s.winuning 100 meters. 
---trantwserred witir4irt —ep---4eiimk
State was not invited for poet- two touchdowns . in the - moved into the lead in the poll' County, Hickman County, enter the- water •th the 30-
season play. Winjio and Ballard. -degree weathir was 0=3441r-CriMson Tide's  easy- yidory _  but then, were bombed 87-62 11eidlanik
-Alab-arna strengthend itt over-011*--4State: • by Lone ' Oak. That left the - erhiP"venAleath' belcifla --old- The °Idegarae 81.
position by virtue of its rout of - The 'contest matched coach- undefeated Purple Flash as in the group. They are ap- 
. ... . _ _
perennial power Ohio State, Ing .legends Paut-',1Bear.' the kingpin. _ proidmately five points behitid•
ranked ninthly** Mumma' Bryant -ot -Alabama and- But - -, --the . g.rosp that includes
andstock rose sharplyon_the heels weady--147efl_-- af OW State, once.Loordak_loan444iell Murray,
of the Razorbadts' impressive but it turned-Oa ta- be no atop the perch, they -had to L°7es*
upset -of ' second-ranked content. "I ' got outcoached play Tilglmitin in the first Bringing the rear are
eon lay teams ina 1st and pick one '
Fighting Irish omverted five • '' ANCOUVER, Britishclaims to beingthe top team in out !Atari,' High -Marshall - -V
Columbia (AP) - Mere thanTexas turnovers into 31 points County and LoWes are all verythe area. Of course they could
,9n the way to their rout of the close then Symsonia and, 1,000 persons, including- airt-just skip naming someone as
bringborals. Vegas- Ferguson: year-old blind grandmother
ran fir -dirge lilttehdoWiik aiiiR iond,80 from second down..
...... the top-team and leave it blank Fulton County are a Pont -Ortwo below. Murray High could braved the 40-degree -waters
i
reserve halfback Terry _ . .„ _well he among the 49 three ur off English Bay in the-annual
Eurick added, two. • 
-yeir-Choice of potato and corn-
bread with white beatti: 
Reg. $3-3sJusT $2.9.




Let Us Know...We'll Fix it To
0910
OkIahoàa ,today,"' said Hayes. ''We got -game of the Tilghman Fulton City, Fancy Farm,
In the-regular season, Ala- about anefourth as much Christmas Tournament. And Sedalia
Irish knocked off Texas:. Scala, who 4Lso caught four
"I think ,we beat the Ns. ,̀..passes for 52 yards, scored on Cowboys To
team when theywere healthr 4 1 and 4 yards as the Subject to change each
and at home," he said "We\ orbacics shrugged off the - 
itek,wher: .Lone ar:thoietkra86tin2g! sast.
earnedIt-olithe-Tield. We bea absence °flour startersy,- one Super Mary - 84.1, Tilghman
becalie ltsu e oldritineY-scialinaryinsisithractiorTIWAPWIEGInFKIMMNBP0\ 
Mayfield 81.11;litarshall
by -Holtz. - DALLAS(
Washington Auarterback remember
. Warren Moon ran for two Jame. He's a q
4 Lauchdowns and passed for a • fellow who hasn' \been heard county 66.7, Calloway county
Third and the Huskies held off from very much \lately. It au, curgdo - county • 65.3,
a fourth-quarter rally by ' seems he'Sbeen playing in the '-
Michigan in its Rose Bowl shadow of colorful All_pro 
Heath 618, Ballard Memorial
upset. Harvey Martin..
Washington isn't in the run- Jones, highly-touted when
ning for the national title, but he was tbefirst player drafted
the win over Michigan meant in 1974, has chosen the
a lot anyway. playoffs to emerge as a force
in a smothering defense that
Pro Cage Standinti has helped propel the Dallas-Cowboys-into-the Superilowl...
ByThe Associate d Press The hulking 6-foot-9, 265-
NationalBaskaballissociation pound Jones forced one
EASTERN CONFERENCE • fumble, Muffed out a screen
Atlantic Diviaan pass by dropping the receiver
W L Oct. GB, in his tracks, -had a quer-
1Phila - - 22 11 .667 terback sack and led Dallas
20 15 .571 3 tacklers Sunday as the
Boston 11-13 .324 lilt L54-10-gain-a chance at the
tg.hsy 26 .235 . National _ Football
--- Central Division title.
"Too Tall played as ev-ellia- Wish " 20 13 .606 --
, S AMOS) 19 16 .543 2 we've Seen him play," said
18 is .529 21, stony-faced - Minnesota C
NMI"-Ortns- 174: 1820. 
---412-46- 
• 43-114irw4ans1"-nice--IO• watch. He
Housth Y3 20 .394 7 was making some big plays
WESTERN CONFERENCE .. for us," said equally subtle
Midwest Division Dallas Coach Tom ,Laqdry,-
Denver 2.1 13, .618 -who had watched Janes have
  2k Dliulas t roun 
7--- -----DMICstriOiti7- 11-187:541455 oif?elfsr ?layoff 
Ind 14 17 • :452 54 Jones performance Sunday,,.
K.C. - one of-his best as a pro, came
__paegfe.Dhaakia....- against Vikings' perennial All-
Port 28 5 .848 Pro tackle Ron Yary.
Phnix 21 13 .618 7?-2 , "I kbew I had to play one of
Seattle .474,42-an_ '.Inlf_k$__Wianes of the year
against Vary or I'd look likeLos Ang -16 18 .471 121.,
Gldn St - o-laapaa-at2a-11 an the 'soft-spoken
MondaY'efleames Jones. "Who wants to looklike
that in a playoff game withNo games scheduled'
juesday's Games everbody watching?"-- • ,
Los Angeles at atew York .The . flashy Martin, *M-
eanie-into his own this year, Denver at Washington
Detroit at Atlanta .. with a tearnirecord 23 quar;.
_ .Pboenizat Milwaukee
and rannington.
barna was beaten by --eonehrng. as they gotaioday,a of course, Tilghman won. - "Homecourt advantage*
Nebraska, Arkansas lost to . Arkansas running back Ro- so now what? - , vary from three to six Point*,
Texas and Notre Dame bowed land Scales, whose previous St. Mary enters the picture. depending on seism rem*
to unranked Mississippi. high game was -71 yards, of teams. Naturally, a team
Coach Dan Devine staked sliced through the Oklahoma - with a 3-15 record will have a
top spot immediatelY after the record 305-yards on 22 carries. 
Jones Lead, s .. advantage than a team,with aNotre Dame's claim for the defense for an Orange Bowl much • smaller- -homectiurt
15-3 recoid.
Kentu I- Assembly '78
You'll be in the aorrimitLtee hearings with KET and you will
join the debates on the House and Senate floors.'
And you rah take an active partin.the law-making process.
The legientivk leadership wants yotreci.partiripatg. • C01-thIS-
ndinbet, 1-800472-2976, to-communicate with
Year'refrretr10000-0E-senator--L-:-
TO m ke ft easier to follow the action, write now. for ad brief biographies o












Broadcast Limes: 54012-ay tiirou
Friday, 7:30-p'M ET/ 6:39 pin ,
with.continttous coverage-at 11:00
Pm rri io:oo .
•
r --county 78.2,34urray High,77.4,
) -Surely Ye° Fulton County 74.1, Lowes
"T°° Tall"- 72.0, armorial 70.11, Reidland













Men: Mon. thru Fri. 5 p.m.-10 p.m.

















• — r at Neu Orlt_ar_is_,
PNAla -
terback sacks, 'dbminated the




All clothes are expensive
All can benefit from our
SanItone dryCieentrIg Cars--
that keeps the colors alive,
the spotless-appearance,
like-new I d feel
get mom putt*.
- your clothing when you use -
....Our Sanitone drycleaning to _
keep them looking lust right
- You save in longer garment life
r a_s cr. Cr ell_
Sport Coats
irea omit prosier
th.t coupon when you king plow












4E31,1..• ft* 4c, rt.
%es 3 for s.' 19•
Laundered  
Brun Any *limber.. Vat
rlo# c 01.110111 ONO /MI twig
cleorfoug to Itooroo's 00•1**i.
coupon Good tAro
' Tan it. Ten
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Bowls Could Be More
Theatrics Than Sport
By-WILL GRIMSLEY tV1 Colgate
AP Sped& carreaputieut Mithigan was knocked out by
1DALLAS (AP) - When y_ou Washington 27-20 in the Rose
knock out the clainpion, sayTi-Bowl. Arkansas knocked out
Notre Dame's monstrous Oklahoma 314 in the Orange'
Dave Huffman, then you ought Bawl..
. to be the new chappion. • Alabama smashed Ohio
It's as simple as that. State in the Sugar towl and
Such is the basic rationale the thousands who worship at
raised by the 6-foot-5, 247- Coach Bear Bryant's shrine
pound offensive center to cried, "We should be No. 1." about the officiating after the
promote his argument that Penn State, chagrined at  
AP Sports Waiter "probably the greatest thing
there ehttste_shatitthythe the being sbantiecilo_tba exaaga_., -DENVER .(AP) - They said that has ever happened to Wildcats defeated the Corn- Kentucky took a 32-23 half- Points, two free „rePord .
Fighting Irish .-the- gnyfiii%1 Bowl; blasted Arizona State in 
-th"titr151-40W-1"44114-bir*--WASIViir-Mtwirtritti-midere?"-?"""-the tiPer6ltr..-46"elead /aid used -a-H0.0 scar- 44°41 -Avial 44 - -13-4024818616-----efierte mah tut
RAY LEDGER P TIMES).
L 'Cats n SEC .With
Wirt r Afandy
-Goal Posts Expensive By C S. CARLSON
Associa s Writer
Top-ranked Kentucky
stretched its unbeaten record
to nine and Vanderbilt Coach
By JOHN MOSSMAN called the Broncos' victory Wayne Dobbs complained
After-Broncos' Victory
James Lee on a scoring drive Alabama coach CM.. Richard Glasper drove for
through the lane, his feet be- Newton said of his team's 26 points to lea' the Gators
came entangled, causing hun victory: "We somehow and Tennessee's Reggie
to fall backward. The team manage to • play close games Johnson poured in 27 points in
physician said Thompson but as long as it ends up right the losing effort.
suffered a mild concussion we can't complain." .Tennessee fell to 5-5 and
when his head hit the floor. Reginald King scored 26 -F-10Eido moved its overall
' national title in college the Fiesta Bowl and staked out 
Highstaclium wert todabirdY.. prolootball's Frapheap when night bf ; Southeastern'. Cop__ ing spree early in the second. left, to lead Alabama:- - -
. - .
and finiShed the first half 39-
football after the team's a similar claim 
to be torn downyatranwen---tw-xrairtraHed from the New feredee:_basketball- coin- 7 hilt to bring its record to Vi . Ole MO Coach Bob tvelach X, but Auburn, now 4-4,.eame
- crushing 38-10 victory - over Rookie Coach Fred Akers of 





couated on ,the ' Oakland spring, has had a brilliant _In_ other opening .sge_ Lee led all scorers with 17
previously unbeaten and top- Texas -unshaken by the one- Raiders being toPPled, either season, but barely made it into dame's, Mississippi State points, including 15 in the final play to stay with people, you second halE.-:- -ranked-Tezas in -the Cotton sided loss to Notre Dame, in-_Bowl, _ ____,_ aimed, „I still maintain ow, .... ,So, while enterprising fans Sunday's game. squeaked by Louisiana State period, and Jack Givens play to win."
In . ,the parking lot were .-.- 8442 in overtime, Alabama added 15. Mike Rhodes paced Alabama is ntrW 7-3r and Ole
"We have toibe No, 1," he record is as good ' as any- dissecting the goalposts and Morton had a badly bruised topped Mississippi 65-62, Vanderbilt, 4-6, with 16 points. Miss is 5-5 for the season.
-_-_-_--_- -atkis vehemeatly.. ' hatlY'S." Florida romped past Ten-. ...,,......s,ent the_neest, the finet,c,ollege football has ow, it. sOling onefoot sections for $50 left hip which didiet-TRIPOINIT FloriAiiiibeat Tennessee 92-76 "We played like I thought
-notes have been belched from 
•_aalf to blame for its present apiece, the-Oakland 
Raiders -10 treatment, and he' spent and Auburn took Caeca/Ai, ,76- we would and hoped we,...
wouldnly" said Kentucky 
aeaseein whaotnFthelor ls' haale courtjohn
took a lonetYttight back to the-intest of the week prior4e.the 179: :-- - - -
the brass horns of marching . muddled state of affairs. West,Conat...,-- dethroned as 'Pine in the „hoSiiiial nailer The ..-,1(entucity-Vanclerbilt Coach Joe Hall. "We were flat• Lotz said was "the first time
• bands:The majorettes have Reluctant tn tinker with the '
sheathed their twirling rich bowl setup, which 
National Football Lea_b_c_ 'than on the practice field The game was marred-by 47 per- .
____ -Broncos kept *lath, injury a sonal fouls and game-ending Vbuant dy and I d'ont
 speak 
 't want Wil  that thie'vfeans hanve left 
here
batons. The'^ last -ponst rewards competing teams to Cbar-"Piclw - '-fg te the upstart Deeh;er --slort4, bet-there Wasno-doubt injuries for TWO-Cornmedore --that. -They- Pla,Tad---*---1100.1- --Tinfielsee casia- Cliff
have bten po  ed by the tune of $1 million and more
the pom-pom Ma. " yearly, _lb administrators
Thimirtain has,fillen on the Persist in --Scrapping every
fuss and fanfare of the holiday playoff plan submitted.
meg, which are supposed ts ......,.5o ihe bowls have.. evolved
°ay. football dim_ Ant° giant extravaganzas,
. . • iyinretheater than sport. No. 1
t do we bias? Noth- depends on the section of the _pionship game here Sunday' _ pregame ,warmops. "Craig thli-te0 • of the'-SEC) If-they - AindinErff-inthe-fing-Per10111--
irig. - -- - -. country you live in and the c°1-_- 1-was but 'another electrifying ' fold-Mey, we've come this . teritidae to allow- the kind of - and overtime. RI& M with
People all over the country, -ars you wear. - -- moment in the Bronco's in- far, let's go,' "said Miller. physical play they allowed 21 points and a game-leading
still waving those college ban- But no one can deny that credible season. -But it was -touch-and-go on tonight,"-- Dobbs said. "We 15 rebounds, sent the game
ners, are running around with Notre Dame, beaten earlier in _ A team which had never the field, ,Denver's offensive can't recruit those kind of into overtime with a four-foot
their index fingers stuck high the year by Mississippi, made bank shot, tying the game 71-even reached the playoffs in linemen were told that one players. ‘,
in the air, like Mitten Little a case for itself Monday in the previous-seasons now good --abot-from _s_ _ Raider , -Charlie_Davis,Vanderbilt's 71 as the buzzer sounded.
pointing at the falling sky. Cotton --BOWL libi aroused ---its "finds itself playing in the defendii-„-_ an -,Morton would leading scorer- this season, Four ties marked the over-
We're N * - "-------- ---FightinitiriiiiktainatedN°. 
uper Bowt ,.___
ankle with 9:10 remaining. free throw to put the Bulldogso 1! '   'Texas. No 'subleties. No mi47gS
"We're No.-1V___ . seinjured a sprained right time period until.Moss sank a
- -. ..t".'z-___  rum. Just hard, crushing font. Craig IkleFtwn,.- who has been
"We're No. 1!" there before, nonetheless "They hiiew.,.1 was hiking --- ' Vandy reserve Tim Thomp- ahead to stay. ----- 77-------1,„ '-'-
• --7---1- - and- they just Aid everything son was knocked unconscious Both 'SU and Mingseippi
State have 6-4 receida. _
The fault lies with the Fight- hal
ing Irish, who dumped the a , they could to protect- nie," when, after fouling Wildcat
season's leading team un- Wild cats PAm2In Atnn saAd Morton. He was sackedceremoniously and untied the
strings of a massive grab bag
for teams claiming the
 rharasikinnehip _
Ilk Associated Press' final
poll_will be announced Wed- By The Associated Press ireek, remained in ninth with offensive line was the key to
nesday Th. No.-1 spot in college _MB points, and Louisville, 7-2 the triumph: "The-line played --
Goincinto the post-season _footbdtmay be in question, idle splitting its two gameAur -outstanding geme,,,,_ he _
playoffs;-----there--- yam- eight _ lost Awes- no doubt about -dropped three places to 10th sa1117,41f_we hadni_badiaains.
teams with_itt,t7rilenriki- ,T010111-- 1111, -104i in collms:,---17.rints. . :‘:_yrot we couldn't have. - 
behind Il4Tatii-ibirwere Alt reads are through beaten__
atolleg
-ATkaosas -Alalsa-gpc 1.0 after Saturday's 73-63 games were
--Michigan, Peivr-State„AKst.--,--* victory over highly-regarded
tacky and Colgate. 'Notre Dame, received all 32
-Iten-Ilicky was on protiatki ri -ftrstplace votes toll a total of
and , barred from bowl ac- „MO points to retaua first place
In the weekly basketball
balloting announced,Monday.
North Carolina, which
raised its record to 10-1 with
three victories last week,
retained second place with 549
points in the weekly poll of a
nationwide panel of sports
writers and broadcasters.
Arkansas, 10-0, winner of
both its games last week, held
third place with 491 points.
Defending national
champion Marquette, which
also won twice last week to
boost its record to 74, climbed
one notch to fourth place with
921 points While Notre Dame,
7-2 after its loss to Kentucky,
slipped from fourth to fifth
with 356 points. ,
Indiana State, $4, remained
'in sixth with 321 points and
-UCLA, 9-1, moved up from
eighth to seventh with 306
points. Each won its only
game last week.
irs Notre Dame, Oklahoma, The University of Kentockyt raiXay, Jan. 1.
_not or this poll




State, San Francisco. and
Georgetown, D.C.
There were two newcomers




Don York is now em-
ployed at Purdom Motors
He has worked for 15 years
as a mechanic at General
Motors. -Dow atid his wife
Susan York have lived in
Murray for 5 years. ,
Don's past mechanical
experienCe is a great_esset







Vegas and Lquisville com-
pleted the Top Ten. Syracuse,
10-1 after a pair of victories
last week, rose from 10th
place to eighth with 205 points;
Nevada-Las Vegas, 13-0 after
also winning two games last
Van't Hof Wins Title
NASHVIEWrenn. + AP I -
Fourth-seeded Robert Van't
Hof of Southern Cal captured
the men's singles title as
Californians dominated play
in the USTA National 11 and
Under Tennis
Championshipai .
Van't Hot defeated No. 2
seedlohn Paley of UCLA 64,
34,6-3, Monday at Vanderbilt
Ciirt Staldes of California-
Irvine and Charles Strode of
Southern áI downedVan't
Hof and Glen Petrovic of
Southern Cal 74.6-3, to claim
the doubles title.
In the !omen's. finaLs,.
defending champion and No. 1
seed Ann ,Sinith Of -Trinity, --
Texas, beat Lou PlaTek
of Indiana 6-2, 64. .
Smith andPiitek teamed up
in women's dohbles to whip,.
Robin Tenney crUCLA and
Kay McDaniel of Louisiana MAYFIELD 247-5912
State 64,6-1, for the title.
etwe, anIt
down passes to qsvan maw
highlighted the victory. 
Miller said the, piss 






seasons. _Tbe Broncos bowed
to the :Qt;i_wl;)oys 144 in ,the
regularlieason_linait, but
Mortoh played only the first
series of the.game in which
-bath sides appeared to. pe






copies from our new,
low-cost 695 Dry Gozet are
something els& They're
rich, black Solids are `
completely filed Some say
they look as if they're been, ,







MIAMI - Milt Ellis, a
retired spOttiradttor from ihe
clevelandRlain „Dealer, was
fiiiiiid-tred-1-P • and beaten to
death in his apartment on New
Year's Ey/h.-notice said. • He
was69.  . • •
Potion said Stmd-aftlhat_.  _Ithe
Broneos, not the RaLdars,- about _the se_verity_of the_ in- players. Dobblvaimused. the game." Wettig said he- waa---"*.little -body was fount:rafter-a-MOW
travel to New - When. Idotton-lhokbled_gamt .referees s Kenny Higgs poured disuppoinEad_in the _crowd-ofZ_Ilis becamealannedalmn 
-.-Super Bowl XI! -,atablat,-,*--entititie -Kentucky to be-wioisplrysice7.17t-34 points to lead all scerers, tonighr:but-added, "I'M- nit he failed to keep a •
than necessary, although the effort wasn't enough to going to give rep."Dallas Cowboys on Jan. 154'
Denver's 20-17 victory. • Coach Red Miller said the WOO players commited 23 atop Mississippi State. 
engagement.
Oakland in the Amefican decision that Morton would fouls themselves. -.Ray White scored 27 points
Football- Conference chain.' play was-, made, during never- get there (la -far* Mississippi Stater -in-- 140 SeeMariOrie Adakir „
TrovetConiultpnt
--FA It LANDS tRAVEL AOEIfC1
' TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS- 4ttier
No Charge by us.
Price some as direct
-  Farlieformation and
„Trey 0i Literature call
753-GOGO (4646)





n ii -NEAR 
Ul 'VP /
Goodyear's Best Winter Radial
WHITEWALLS WITHs,
2 WIDE BELTS OF
`•FLEXTEW. CORD.
• made from aramid fiber_
'F32 All Winter' Radial . . .
for '_get-up-arid-so' on ice
and-hard-packed snow with- '
out metal studs. Plus gas- ,
saving radial corrstrUction-
--ancra-srmoth-ridep- our LR78-15




























1 WINTER TIREBUYER SPECIAL






tlyen 7 a.m.,:totp.m._ =gpkigIRIS "VI-







GOOD TUIS WID INUR5













































•. Same !moo design as new
• • • - • . 'Subutbanite' sno-tuhres
hew tires '
• --
-- • Goatless than
RETSBlickeralls, plus 404 to 658 FT:T. per tire, with' no tilde need**. Whitewalls $2 to 631110re0Wtire._ .
Low,Low,Prices:
`Suburbanite' Polyester Snow Tires






11,711,13 biacawali, phi; $1.82 F.E -
No trade needed_
_-. • tier 5-4.T:
9/aaint*" PRICE as tradeSin seeded 
(76-14 $33.50 $2 30 
$36.00 e9
6•60-36 
G78-15 " $35.93 ..$2 66 
H'S IS $41.30 S2 86 
_ (Not all -Sips available at 
locations)
RAIN CHECK -.11. we sell out of your size 
we Isaacson raw shack
assuring future delivery at the advertised 
price. .
' 6 5013 A76-13 E1014, 
07014 •57-0-15-
_t _99 1. $20








:NO-HASSLE AUTO SERVICE VALUES hat
LUBE & OIL CHANGE
_UP_TO SQUARTS MAJOR-
- BRAND 10/30 GRADE OIL
• Complete chassis lubrication and
'oil change • Helps protect parts-
ensures aapooth, quiet performance •
Includes light trucks •f. Please phone




• HANDLING. AND CONTROL
•
• tn• spect and rotate all 0 tires • Allust
• -taste, camber,- te_ toe-in to manulacturers
• SpecIticatfOns- • Inspvt steering and sus-
ie pension components • Road' test car .7






• -teerroneing on make)
•••
Use any of these t ofher ways to Ga.. OsuriOrve -alitornir Creclitesan • Master Charge
. sa m,AmeTicaro •. pmewan express Money Cara • Carte Blanche • One's Club • cash
=AM.'
Goodyear RevOlving Charge Account I
ir„,ar
Mgr. E. Cartwright





• SAVES OAS, GIVE; FAST
STARTS IN ANY WEATHER
• •-Electronic_engine. starting. and chargr
• trig system analysis • Install new:points.
• p}ags. condenser * Set dwell _and lime
• engine to tottcitrCations • Adjuirlarnw.-
• retor Jo, rue! economy •. Gazyciaitliiir•• conditioning-52inore • Includei`
• 
•












1511 01 MI Coormynl.es 54.ndS, Tn• 14•••;.•pe, C.f.% tile 1,1#• 1.64 at StOrtet•K•t4,,
•
GOODY*, SERVKE STORES
Stir. Sears: 7:30 A.M. wit§ Daily Opea Fridley until 1-00 p.m
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Educator _Spoon & Fork
for the:fir...0 baby of 1978
Compliments of -,-
" stindsey' s Jewelry
1st Pair of Baby Shoes




Guess. what?! -Mr and Mrs. Edward Gor.e of the iVadesboro RoadArca (Route 3, Benton)
are- the parentf thefirsTrieiAkiiiy—alhi-y-e-ar in-CaltaayrolAW.71hebaky, Edward
Shawn weighed-.7-lbs: and 2_ozs: and was born at 9:53- a.m. Sundmian. 1. Dr. Conrad
  jJons oflitlturay_pedorined-the:deliyery. Grandparentil-ef- the' first baby are-Mr. and MrC  
- toe Wilson  ig_Rayjn_and and:Mrs.:Clintati-Burchett_otioute_4, -Benton; falwitra - - -








Fashions For The Young and Very Young
. for
Children% Fashions
MiSS gr. 1978 •
tep adder
Bel-Air Shopping ('triterHrs. 104 Mon
751-1745 • 40-a Fri,
-6th Month Baby Picture
Of-Mr. or Mies il978
_
creative photography
by -CURTIS & MAYS, MURRAY
w*fmVehofotweiry.4.20,7+ 
_ Ted Wason, Manager
502-753-7360
•A Gift
For Mr. or Miss 1978
3 Boxes of Pampers
Far Mr. or Miss 797
Cfiy r AC PIGZO
A Gift




. Parents of •,
- Mr or Miss 1 978




„ Baby Food. .
Parker's Food Market 
Southside Square
Murray, Ky. .
MoreAkan tuiything else . 
. Windows are the worst_ en6igy
wasters in anypart of the home
Heated air tends to rise. but
heat itself tsaveh only i.e-one
direction . . . toward cold. ft
travels down through floors.
.anTq
'Ind -windows, And it also
travels up, through ceilings.
But it travels faster through
_windows than through &ion
--or walls . or ceilings.
• When it is 00 outside and '
73ujjide. ceilings lose heat
at the rate of only 23 Btu's
hrtUt_per. square „fooL.- -_
400 Htttu-7.-
hoprperscroaseftfft104F- -
- witidows. Windows waste_ _
alinerit five times as
_ as ceilings.
-Cooking at the average .
two-story house, we find the--
average ceiling is 750 square
feet and loses 17,250 Btu's
per hour. The same house
has 200 square feet of win-•
clows. and-loses 21-,000 Btu's
„Apr hour if the wihdow.s.are in
.--- auero-sc ccimiitioittiu-41 - 4 - . •.heat, our inside -rrindeyrs steam • - Sometimes the condensation - -- -------- -- - up even though we have storm --births on the storm iiinntlols. It- ..
1.13). if the winilows•are de-. -'  windows. Can you tell us what--' self. In. that case, it means that "-
teriorated, . (U /Mine 1.562) causes this? -- • - --- - the moist air inside the room is
y i-• • the • will lose - 2%400 Btu's • A. - Actualbr, -the above - getting past the in window
... 
' - per hour. . --... _ -- .... . question telescopesiyhat almost and settling on the storm win- ---- -
--- ...-- Deferioratedndoavariwy- ernounts to _R- barrage of.; .-----410w. The conclusion is that the -----.-
_- rie average tWo"-51-oriffi4se 7 - - -queries on the same subject, * . side window *opt airtight. • • -.- -
-lose 70 'X, more energy than Condensation is caused when Above and beyond all this is
- - the ceiling-. As the number of warm, moist air settles on a the fact that there .is excessive
• ,
floors in. a home or building Thus, -. cool surface. u whenever 4 moisture inside the house in the
there is condensation, you know first place. This can be cor- 
/re , THIS .RAMBLING- urch offers a 2,325-square-foot living area. Jerold L.
increases the significance of 
- Axelrod 's Plan HA1020A features a sunken living room which is in a direct
the ceiling becomes less and there- aim is a cool surface. rected by reducing the amount . / 
line with the dining room, although a rail separates the two areas. The length,
- -:_lessr.. and the opjlotlunity for; ----.-That's why it shows up first on .. cif moisture,- by letting some 
of :„........ /._._?..c.,.01. the Combined r.psims is_30. feet. This plan provides for a center island
windowsv With wiridowS; which normally - are -: ....It 
escape at the time of its in-  ,,-.-_- - - -. --kitchen range. For inom-information, write to the arellitect—enclosing a•..- rnergy Sainga - =• • - _ . . _____ _ • _ __-_-_-_cooler than everything else in a ception. (such as.when_cso.king ..4.-. L.. _ • • stamped, sell-addreaseciesselopeat 275 Brdadlsollow Road, Melville, N.Y.:-.mcreases.sr • ---- 11746It's also why, in unusual or after taking a shower or '
• — In •a-4 stOry-house, the-----Vmm.- situations, it makes an appear-- --- -bath); by providing-- -a per-
lows lose 170 4) as muelt _.. /rice on an outside wall while _ - • iinanent outlet ,for.71t...taa via
-'- -lithe ceiling. Ira a-three:Story all the inside walls remain dry: vents); or by trappintAt in a
home, the windows-lose- - Wlien condenbition occursliff . -- dehlutiTtilfler:- -----7-'--7.. -----"-'-'- . 
rgY EfillSe- an inside window where there
.___csinling .-- is a storm window, it means ' Q. — There are natty pine
j. A thermailized replace- that the inside window is owl:" walls in one of our rooms about __,
ment window can dramat- ,„_. How did it get cool^ Because
ically decrease this energy ,- ' the storm window isn't doing,
change the..11__Yalue of a ti&-_
teriorate3 window of 1.562 to
a new U value as low as .445
. . . reducing fuel consump-
tion by 615e., Fuel savines
'Wine wrilr refiartheinVest=-
ment in new thermilized
windows.
, In addition to fuel savings,
there are other savings that





 iminate theassikiar stain-
nariee,--stieft. sseraptng •
•- painting and-regiazing•
Tbse Ll.la- 1.44411.411-SC_ _211.V7
ings on-lop of fuel savings m31
oftly reduce the investment
payback period, but they in-
- „crease the homeowner's di-
-7fiectlelirrielends in savings
- once the window investment
is repaid.
Complete information
about windows and energy
can be found in- -"The Win-
dow Book" . . . a $1.95 valtte
Arhich Can be ordered direct
for a-special publisher's dis-
count by sending Only $1.90 -I's
... _to The_ Wiadisslic-Rn4  _
Season-all Industnes,-
Indiana, PA 15701.
Here's ihe Answer 
By ANDY LANG its job; it is letting cold air get -
AP Newsleetures through it. usually because the




, • _ . -
halfway up the walls. They - sr-




that there is all indicator MM.
chirps a trouble call signal
%%Iv a new battery 15 regairkel
.. and that the system is de-
signed with a 6-foot coed and
plug, with the portable receiver
alarm unit operating from nit -
mai 120-volt household carrel
THE PRODUCT - A s
control film oow available
use. . that hot water is con- do-it-yourself rolls. .
- Vertecl into a steaming spray. lilimufacturer's claim
*at through a„, special notate this-Site, With a coating Of- s
. that the amount of hot wa-  poeilsed mete(, has' been usgt
---.77W used is ieS344.-R9OSOLICILLAWMW4CitidallY 
traction of what - now available in special roUR
used in taking a-nortnal.sjimme,„ for the householder..., thaLthe
. . and that it is guaranteed transparent sheet reflects up to -
for one year. 75 percent of the suns heat and
reduces up to 82 percent et..tbe.
,THE PRO1)UCT Shearir sun's glare inside a room-
with stainless steel Walks that thatilevekipact of the film
never need sharpening that 100 square feet on a w
Manufacturer's claim - That ern exposure can save up try
the blades of this tool are eon- -R.-year on air conditioning
toured, ground and, rounded -f , . . . and that, when it is
safety . -that the text W-M •• • piled, persons on the inside C
handle is of the non-slip vat:iety - see out, but 'those on the o
. that the. shears- will eat- - side hive difficulty seeing IL
plastic, paper, fabrics, meta__ _ .
and alsitost-044thiagalie ille-ii-yoursellews:;wa •
and that, besides being used for much valuable how4o inforrna•
workshop materials, it can also --Iron in Aady Lang's-handbook;
be used to cut .thrciugh fish, lob-- --“Prartical Home-- Repairs
rtki.lrY !TO, available by sending $t.so. tu.
this newspaper at Box 5, Tell--
THE PRODUCT L A smoke neck, N.J. 67666
alarm system designed with ra- •
dio control to sound an alarm The shower accessory in.
in two places at one time, manufactured by B. & M. Man-
- _Manufacticer'selaim —Thar - ufactiwing Co., Richboro, • Pie..
.015 System is made in. ,two 18954.;_the cutting tool by Tim. -
units; op/ma. battery-powered Stanley Works, 195 Lake SL. '
smoke dtlfR•tor with alarm and New Britain, Conn.; the smoke
transmitter, the other • a port- alarm system by Fyrneticar-
able AC-powered receiver .end.. Inc., 920 Davis Rd., -Elgin, 111,g---
from a distante• of upIR -206 - i by- the -3M Co., J135 West  
alarm th.al.can pick up signala,i___60120:,-and.the suqsontrol fi
feel • • :tut 0111MilliVS1WolV., New N'ork, N.Y. 10020.)
often leads sing-afongs meal
__g_atherings, _She says, .'it's im- _
portant to be outgoing wil41,-
ineto start the slinging." You'll
e ' "A party in a private, home hosting the party to sit down pop tunes, If They denItimpw
With shellac: LS there anything - needs Plar10. 'Ws 'Protes- and play. Here's how John , one kinet-of song and start drop-  -
oat I have to do? sional parlv planner Marilyn Cain, the Chicago area, sol- ping out, you has* to be flex-. _
litab-down.the Perii, .nr .New.:IrOrk  VeC rhat  _prattleui'Aitlways--.--iblearwlawiteh--tieck to some----
.with denatured alcohol. If there mixes people_ .torther better, _ invite at least one other person thing familiar.".
• ---are any dirty spots __and adds gaiety_ and unitY,--10. who's musical. The minute
go over them again, this time fraecAyfgenda vethryalarmgey parclynts. asonemeosonmeonee gets up sfritosindowthne,?1-
- rubbing a bit harder. You can -
now go ahead with the refinish- . rent a piano if they don',1. Dance as well as song graces
ing, but make sure there are no ready own one. the Cainstparties, abetted by
glossy areas. If so, sand them • - Marilyn says she often plans their collection-of old hats and turn. Party planner
&VW Hotly, then creel Parffes -with- digloinatsi-htia17---7.shswill"*Writiiiythe parfy Sets Perry .. •
denatured alcohol. As before-,
apply at least two thin coats of
ellae--rather than one thick
Dilute the shellac with
about 50-percent alcohol.
NEW YORK - Acet:ird- recommends the Rodgers .• andhaven't been finished in many
ing to people WI10 giveparties. Hart, Rodgers and Ham-years. I gave them two cysts of
often and-successfully, /ilia:ono nits striii and -Jerome- Kernshellac when we first-moved in
. can make the. different." 13iLuT songbooks • - -a years go. y are 
tween Si humdrum get-together You might be an excellent •find yourself getting oncllrty-looking and I would
and a memorable bash._ .. pianist yourself, but. too busy - show tunes folk music, old •to refinish them again
(The techniques of using Var-
nish, shellac, lacquer, stain,
bleach, remover, etc., are de-
_ _tailed in _Andy Lang 's booklet,
"Wood Finishing in the Home,"
available by sending 35 cents
and a long, STAMPED, self-ad-
dressed envelope to Know-How,
- -P.O. Box 477, Huntinggin, N.Y.,
--,11/43. Questions of genere) in-
terest will be answered in the.
column, but individual corre-
spondence cannot be under-
taken.)
Are you still jousting with medieval sellieg methods?
You can -add more weight to 'your sales campaign
and save advertising dollars by advertising with us! ,
mediuneWskthink what a regular ad c4piplaign
can do! See us so-On — we have the fads and figures! •





• which have for years'befn in the recently-published
Sandy has a few tips for pi- . preferred because, they prac- 136-page. illustrated "Win-
Sno-owning party givers "Buy tically-ethniat mainte-= dow--11-081r,-1).-. "y fed-ss .
some songbooks, type up the nance. WaVe now overcome Schmidt.
- lyrics of old favorites, make ' the prol?len a i condensation.
copies and leave them lying The iiew "thermalized-
around on top of the piano aluminum windows have a
That way, peeple are likely to -villyrffttulaticin break in the
spontaneously start playing and master frame and in the sash
---, -singieg,-'44-- !mike mica -better ,
than -if-the hostess tries to coax addition to 'insulating glass
them." - . and heavy duti wool 'pile
- Chicago society orchestra weathersicipping,. makes the -
. a r-StinTy e Paul _ advises, - • . . -
• "Make - the piano part of the 
entire window very energy'
y SetUng,_ Cow thg,&op -.,, c . . while dramatically
with plexiglass,so peeplelltn't the -PCISSIMIY-6 T.-
. ,be afraid to put their drinks on Problem condensation.
--Wrin't -have- to • asic.-- ---Aluminufn-Thennilliedle1=7;7
people to play; they'll do it on placeirient windows are. .
their own. . _ , •c-ustom=fil. v-Thich means
Pianist and party giver Janet each urht exacilji-fits the.
Sielaff _of New ../laven.. Conn- . opening into which it is to be
-recall& -401R440-4,-Party at a instalted -So iffS
beautifal homewith a grand pi- labor is kept to a minumum. "
ano which no me played much more economical than-:,
"The keys Were covered and using conventional windows
there wasn't a single piece of to replace worn-out units.
music around, •• she says •'We _, - . . •
sent the host 'and hostesS a  Thermalized replacement
songbook-ef-eld-fiverites-as a "windawc. -c-ondellsarmail.--
bred and butter gift." Janet storm windows, and many
- - - .:1-- -other aspects of veindos&s and
At some parties, the problem
is persuading a guest who mcs
nopolizes the piano 4,....take
break so others cm have a
ness people and society people going, people put- on the hats one. '77K--ist point -towards a
who May have very little in and do soft shoe routines tolfw -group -at the other end ot-the- -
common. . -But they can &Sing - piano Mbete,"1101 Jahn- 1-5:.--=:7-1`00M -_ ind .11117-:_ • ' --
along or comment-0-01e Mu- -
Suppose you're the raimua -st-----‘ -yOU're so se-iiiidio y an .•sic ' 'a the knack of to, .,_,.,..talk_to.,y4-.1t_ir_.' It„._.w..,..orks,_„...,_lilte .ii
'-1/7°"14-1113311 1'77 gtheettFnarg 
u,ì,-'t
‘Vh-atple to sing along? CRanti• An awn- as gle'gell W. -
Sandy -Shire
_Ales _musid_artanger _Kid _Ilik......1,..zfish Hoover of Elmhurst, to youTslicie another .body_in:
"rust who's entertained at-a let_ :
of parties. says. -q•-ive----music-- Ther-mcdizett4v_ '-̀1"-tiewinv-- -1....,___s
gives a pasty-a-AM.- People ,. __. 
_
from 25 Tow um almost-always ......_, _,.;,„.
_
like to sing along with current . CI144. ug, n
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By ANDY LANG .
AP Newsfeatures ,
What's new on the market'
THE PRODUCT-4:A shtitiler
accessory that turns Nit water
into- a steani•like mat.. - - -
Manufacturer's claim - That
this accessory can be installed
,easily wall pliers or an adjust-,--
- able wrench that it will not
interfere with normal shower
Now! -beautiful, energy saving wood bur-
ning fireplace for every budget. -
Also we carry
  a full lino of
...Ben Franklin Fieepiaces
Automatic Wood Heaters
Wood & Coal Stove.
Plus many Hearth =modes. glass screens &
related gilt items. -
Slop in and discuss fa Fireplace needs with our
qualified sales personnel. - -





 Be Sure  To Stop-By and See Our-New
—Displays
Featuring the followin§ lines otopplionces
•Su6-2ercalmet-In Rertigereters Er Freezers
*Kitchen-Aid DW's-Corni,ecl-em:
• Therrnador-Bea*-in Ovens- CookbPC"jeci-ratil
Tops-Micro WSW? Oven
•Ronson-Buift In Mixers •















i!..sf1f: 10 THE Mt 1-X1-.5GEft ILTIME.5,,Ajggiday, January 3, 1918
If you wantin-trissr-11-lew--tjtght--dotYt-
tree_s ill your yard, or cut your..
wilvh fireweed for extra
coziness on a cold winter's
estimated production 8 percent
above 1976 and ;% above the.
.. -
1975 crop
_ --' - -1 - _ Alititi_. WA. Mall.(fti_NI alt..t1 .14.- .1 ....... ... _ :.,__ 1_01._ :r ade,zikiat‘,. wash.....sorca_40
Processed vegetables . . .
4-.. -.AIDA-84 mocembee. Lb* deputarssaunerkiest!;ativF7Fyy.m.._c--tsrke ____________
,REW MEATS.
Nem_ plentiful_ P 
terow--14H, terms. but,-
apout 2% above the large 1976:
above Jan. 1977 and Jan 1976-
77 average,. _grid increasing
-seasOnaliy-r-Increase milk
prbductien will prosside
aclooioriej stgotk for .usitr.:Ss.„,
- • ' enough to'otTee—t-fiteVG-OUtelo=lalry- iriacihit's -iseloW-a year
'earlier, but adequate for this 1976
'crims-tifiVe about 4PitleTss th-arri;
of grass-fed beef.. • ..
POrk .-. : Pierilifik P -.Eddiktion to - - - timt f;$ Yea' , , 
------ - , •
be 5-7% above 1977, and about 
—
FRUITS. NUTS, VEGETABLES GRAINS & LEGUMES
9/Ei• above the 1975-77 average
' 'far ar-T7inry- ---:--.=-- Fresh 
.grapefrult, apples and' Ride ... adequate. The 1977 crop
Broiler-lryyS . ...plentiful 
jan.___ ipeceitizgrapertx.tu rit. prodilusurii4c.t on_!(2:eiroawge.....
ro be 14% be-IOW 1976.- and 16%
the _la rg e 1974-76POULTRY & EGGS 
winter pears ... plentiful 1977-
. • -: ' - rifsprreang-Jatais 10 be 5% above __FAISK market stiPplies-ofepples• Wheat .'. . plerettlit 'for- 'Os': . lood
ti977., and 10,% above the .and winter pima atiove average. , needs 1977 production was 6%
beets, ..loonatees and lomat°
products . . . plentiful. Fresh
potatoes ... plentshal Stodks of _
Potatoes torah uses on Dec 1
were 2% above a year earlier and
_10•Yo above 1p76. fresh onions ..
1975-77 average for Jan
-Turkey  adequate Jan
• marketing rates to- be A above
year earlibr and 3% above
ever_age tor _Jon. „
 gehofdincfs at-start of'dern -
below the reCOr 
but about equal:_tol.4_1p4./6'
average
Corn ... pientiful-tor-U.S.  loon 
needs 1977 production teeS 2% •
above the record 197icrop 6;4 -
'172%---tri1F197421Nreverege-.
, Itlfest-111 NeinnelilrireWerVitthWtf r- about 15-20% from a year earlier peaches and canned pears - • • classes 1977 production to be
Drirtiesof... streowitelormost
chainsaw. College of Agriculture an 20-25% below .1 Ile 1975-77 otentiful..StOCkS 01 other canned down 7% frees lob
-181.1* a MUM "Cbtitierative Eitension‘ ter- • average for JarLUary - - geweraiii aniquati,
saw instead, says Jim vice. It wontscelt much-$10 tf I „I 
below the 1974-76"aVirage.
to will give you good be 2.30.; above Ignand- pnkiuytian 1D7iestimaied at production ta be 5S14, belbw
Egg_s p en u . an. o
rY
Fresh oranges. . . adequate.
Supplies 81. otrier_tresti fruits to
Thiii1ight supply since theyare
past seasciaaLsieaks.,_
-Grapefruit products.. plentiful
Orange products-. . . light,
'especially Tr-ozen (KW**.
utput to Raisins . . RaiSin soul peas ,lighL 197.7,
exercise, and you'll be able to • abome the Jan 1975-77 average 70% above the short crop of a 1976 and 64% below 194-76
ARM1NGTON FEED ------ -124"--na441"itimit mar-111----4A1‘11-40AW-vaeOUCTS-'- Year eaFfrer butless-Mareine --, average because-of drocloht-,17, -, your. ears. It's also much safer wk. anct_Ariy_eroducta -larqe_75ctop.'tie- major northwestern_
•
" DOG FEED
SPORT MIX — TRY /Ti
- plentiful. Yelirproducttorrter be- - - mien prunes adequate- 4977- - produetion-etera-,-= - - -
- - --Keep it-sharp, a‘nd store it in - --------------- 
• meet needs. -t 11-11 .̀- Less than adequate, mit enough Tor normal needa.
splitting Maul and you 'can  - - - - - ' - 
work up a lot of firewood.
"We Know How need' constantattention, frequent sh r-
Palblg, regular servictrilt-It
-ForlI 
_  net -a skirt oPErator--
m _ and goad nochanici_it may
• _ _ spend more time in the repair
- shop than in use. In untutored
- - or - eareless Immcii, it is a
a'
Hunters and Kennel Chews Ask About Ow Mani K 
"Lrics st woe.
Lbs. and Oyer Approved By The Nabmal Remed Comet
EQUIPMENT
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS'
Farm Equipment. Lnestock Feeders sad Weterert
AMAMI. HEALTH SIJPPUES
A full and Complete Line of Products tot Prevention Of Imam*
Disease Prescription Drugs Available Through Your %unwise.
Your Yeterininart l's horned saattadifiel WeestsurisarAssit
Health Needs. We Work Together:,
A NEW SERICE
- vuutiNARY riummoriitaxiiVeaRti-77-_,
COMPRISED OF: • 
RATION FORMULATION " -
HERD HEALTH RECOMMENDATION'
PRE-MIX AND FEED ADDITIVE ADVICE
Your neighbor Nutrene knows how to hetp.
dangerous biol.
A Consumer Tip
ifens.gixtenttart Specialists at -




a ot 84 Or 85 an hour to run, 
t 'r' ntsr 4 with the U)C., 
_pik
; :flat cost figure in. ,/}anerica and for initti9 getter- 'dila& muchin value as-ae
w4uLI 
-ow-repairs" _40E13_ .f_tcf_wif 4, ihegarotir - l-cai-edior hhomelerdert









All eligible landowners and farmers can now let
group insurance..'. (Excess lita-p-F-NT#dican...at IOW
Group-Rates, '
ForaTte-ebrochufe call .
Belineft & Associates  •
203 South 5th St , MurraY,YrY.
753-7273 or
College-of •
Visuperative ExtensfOn---Serw_--- -- -
ice. _keep‘....triw-, int -
-""rilikUktt-yorrrzt*fillards
But, if you plan to cut- all---- ' Insofar-as food waS concerned As anotttEr garden year into*family melds:When you.. . _ .
s.
- _your_  awn vrondlor-azheKtiog - and all  At itegetabkL_Hcl- Lpinuaches iliog who can _ clean '‘qyour' cupboards,. - . . can ...- - - - -- --
• stove or heavily-used -4"11RWPRIPt-falTilir-garderls--.--"huuld -un'hi`` putting-in--a--- puff he food. sired-ilk ' -
fireplaces, Newman readily in many. areas ho_me_riarden- _garden. There's nothingnuch - to the front of the shelves.
admits that igood chainsaw is _ing.-.4.---2411-ke,..41.PIN.rJap.1- part b C 1 t CY_ than a 413-cri juicy  - Before, youjo,fogsl_shoppin.g. ._..:.. _
practically a necessity. Even -. of ,vegetable production. tomato fresh from the vine', •a check your cupboards. -You
. . so, a , stationary mounted- There are still thousands of tan' cherry bell radish, or?, - may bt able to Save 'ourself a _ -
circular saw is much cheaper smelt gardens in villages,- sweet green onion fresh.lifted trip or the.
• than a chainsaw for cutting tors and pities where there froni the soil. A very. small ,
firewood to short lengtht_____are small pfots of land avail- piece of ground can cheaply
- able and, laccording -i--O. ;he produce a host of other
' - WHAT TO LOOK FOft. U.S. Department of Agricul- goodies and no matter what
... „
His advice is to stay away ture, the aggregate value AK . the detractors say, gardening
from the mini-variety, under- t h °St p r oducts runs iulo 15....w.m.ith..the_e f fort Tak in .
' • in- 
-.
_$100- Clieln,W4 Instead', buy a .11te.fally...thousands_oldollars_ _rwality..„_frestriess and every:.
Don 
• 
t May W 
that--are-outdatedprofessional-quality rugged Nutritionists -say what -is even thing else into consideration-, . '‘'4It'aille" -. -'
model, . smalL_enough to broken, bent, Ita,ky orMore importpt than Alit . _it„ is_not cheapej 
-46r -the job. __Ag....-,..9-411C! . 0, Ici---bily th.„-all bf:,IL voeiatistliKs. Don't 'take 
a _
- and- -eenis--is---the7-i-eiat-ion ofDon' b d-hand chance on
Gardening Tips4rorn Extension Specialists at the
_ University of.Kentucky College of Agrigulture
saw. You can't be sure *hat these vegetables to t
he health ureau To
kind of use or abuse it's had. of the peopld wh'o gather and - - • ,
One good way to -getthe feel of consumi them fresh ftorn the Take Slanta clutinsaw and decide what garden. • v.,
rent one_and_cut-vrooll withitt c h caper . to ' buy vegetables On Pricing  for a few hours. - th'iii" to to to. all the trouble
There are-a number of fine , of putting irf and tending a
-"lightweight" or "light duty" garden. Gardening is, indeed.
chairisaws on the market. hard work. Via . as' k. rule in
Expect to pay around $200 or - making this "cheaper to buy-
. _More. .You can -learn a lot statement, the omen is con-
about each one from a sidering the price at
knowledgeable salesman. • vegetable growers sell .thcii
However, the dealer's products wholesale rather
reputation, for. servicing his than the price in retail stores
equipment is often more It is-the latter price- that
Important in the long run than _ :should 'be used in estimating
the brand. the • value of tip home grown
're o
- people OTTIVIr pedal-tit:FM'
clal needs. We'll service those needs the
best worwe know Sow.. .with complete_ .
finonciql support. See us! •
HOME AT usir -produce. .When the retail
• Next, study your owner's price •is- used, The gi'eat differ-
manual thoroughly, and duel ence can be. seen. -, --
lose it! You should leern how Tape this example, for- -
to make the-Adjustments and instance Tone well-tended
repairs yiitir----- manual tomato plantin-a4ovat bed
-deserittft, or--tiftirn to N_Irbiigrirof
recognize when they need to fine' torrigtoes for. just A. few
be done-se-that you can have cents. Even when -tomatoes
the saw serviced. - - Ire 4n season, check the price
Don't loan it out, ad,vises of a 'bushel in some retail
Newman. And keep it in
hidden storage in the house --;:sture:"that.i. At isdcht-plar buy than
when you're not using it, or to raise, a lot of .home garden-
under lock ancLkey in another - .ets-uoually glees away loads of
(t place ry .
You
need to ect it from.. surplus vegetables to their less
moistum_ood. from theft.. industrious rfeighbors. Several
-. houa habit s7u=digargeners -have' mad lite - menclerThal rens R&M-
"walking away"-k.---illar'llext-Yeit"theittlte aggressive 
steps to solve
are going to solit-therr--marketing problems thro
or_ food "poisoping. The
symromvare much-like flu.




In your first- flush of en-
thusiasm, don't rush off into
/ the woods to cut down a tree,
cautions 'Newman. He says
that, -even for experienced
I loggers, this is "tricky,
dangerous business." .
Instead, concentrate your
first efforts ore. gmall storm-
downed trees. When your skill
improxes _s fit  ly ,,get
some eggsrtisljp on how to_fell
a tree, 2, • 'yr.
DES PLAINES,Ill. - Farm
Bureau will, talre_ an
aggressive attitude in .an
effort to see that farm
producers get adequate prices
for their commodities in order
to compete with other in-
dustries and still make .a fair
profit.
That was the gist of
recommendations that came
out of the resolutions com-
mittee of the American Farm
Bureau Federation meeting
here toslay. The recom-
mendations will be considered
. by the voting delegates at the
AFBF annual convention-in
Houston, January 8.12.
"We support the principle of
keeping farmer to constmier
channels open and will con-
tinue to oppose the efforts at
any group which, by force of-
intimidation, denies buyers. _
the freedom of choice in the
market place," the resolutions
committee said.
The committte recom-
swears suoble.m it.x.putting irs,__-the expansion of existing
less space. ' marketing projects and the
Somethills else in-'favor of development and im-
a" small home -Orden-fresh plementation - either
vegetables flE '7111T-11V41- direetlY or through affiliates
available in stores in some - of new Farm Bureau
outlying Communities, and it owned, managed or controlled
is seldom that- a •family, programs'
-
an adequate supply of vege• 
__...„....
i,
aapectilly ,a farm family, has' •
unless they are produced on 
;ogoPdICEaccoelliCtmpaniTent for
chicken is herbed peachtable) whefl. they are needed—Mod
''.71itiWA.INI.....r Orfartiltiillignalrnsetrittrr
..hatirbizttirlves. lea. tritItievrinktepeach halves
..2.24
A Consumer Tip
from Extension SPecieliehr at
the UK College of Arariadiure
bacteria or toxin in • e o
and your resistance to it all._
".111r.r.var
The Loadstar Ec9nornizertsitteliiwest-priced diesel made in
America. It's a value si&-e-ify
with dependable performance for yeirs to come. '
Few things on wheels are stingierwith.a gallon of gas
Binder. It's specially built for today and today's gas pric
And if you want to mix bu-sirieis with pleasure, the S
is just what yotere looking for. Glossy On the outside, cb fort-..
conscious on the inside --- Sundance #ets the jab done with a
special flair. 
tconomizer. Binder. Sundance. One of them right for you.
Taylor  °tor'  2 Inc.- ,
So.4th _ —710-1372
n
•ll II - - -;--- -_..... _Cu
re,
It's m'ore ihkrr the break-of-a-new (ley.
brings the prorhkse of new prosperity. For
there s a new .aViarentiss -9rAintrialf SWF-- 7̂
Cutturet, and it's high fume. if you're a
or a ralvohlot-lotth layout -Production
man far TIMM'S! fuel. Providine ereck 






 Iii. TWgot the heft-cif di;aiii in
• ' Pecks sodas,. Andel:tome we is
medium, now's the time to try
on a rugged, dependable load-
star.
_Today, Loadstar's got three
.......asiunstahalp you arrive al your
"one sure berision"
Economjzer, Binder and *Sun-
dance. And, one, of them is
--'borand to- suit your medium-
., duty truck needs to a
•
DEAR 'ABBY: I have  been married for six tnonths -an-d • asyat - DEAR ABBY': Abctkit text-Yo0211•0410141_ "'"L . •
DEAR ABBY: Do you know what, the only tbsolut.ely ABBY: in caw:there is no sjzchhave 4w.._4i4LilditiiiO4-4.,- bure---erf mtr.eittreetr- thl Perrn199ice t6--- •
-..
- -   "Iiittik- . -
-.Y-1 columns. One terryear-"Ten Mote, lid efits-FheliVilies,-, • , ' tel:lehnge4 ' --. .114111Pso*etra-ltrY111-4nw iltri• - - - •Istants sseller•------•.---•••oxl- -tt•- B maternity pantyhose, and wear it BACKWARDS!-- and the others-s --T --' wash .his ,back, He claims -ig#  _mother washed_it for 'AIM-- -- -111MAIL-81.1.4-'
; 
-irfOr21441444/011-7 
uy wa noir en -elynintisrfthrrents Tor.---- • f 
• JEAN IN MONTERREY. MEXICO Huabands." ' • .every day w het he was home. We havetotten into several
. i- fight:Over tliis. I cloit't needanybody to wash MY back, and  '  Will you please 'run them again? 
-:: What should I do?' -
/don't see why he needs sonpedrb wash his.
' • • • .
DEAR 'MR& 0, - With pleasure. -;,..--!--"; . ._ 1. MARY LOU 
-N- --- _ •
DEAR ABBY: kratlieriuni n roblem has 'gavial"' -ch • -------:. --• -- 
.____ 
. ,..._ .
famny.lity sister is marrying a e ow who wears a tiny go
....
1,1E4t:A"y:_„IF.e.,tt.04at:t,gx.ome up_with some. pro,t1,De- TEN COMMAH4DhilifZr9iXsageKlYES ,_7-__DEAR MARY LOU: Give him "the brush-- the kind earri in One ear lobe. He wg,s wearing it•wbonSis-mot-• ----  1.!Ni.10,1100tile. .411 .1‘. A,MI tiltiallitisi•_the. imag•• . - him- ' - s it hasi rtebthetedif_ ___.„,, ,le46 1tAgAtiV-rif8414.410,111-Itt'fki -----7-t---j: . - ' - - Wig esii t- .. - . ., - _ - ..„,_-_, -, tobacco bor alcohol, that thy dayi may be king hi the-house.- ' --c--- i Th-F-Priblein is our mother. She- wants Sis tO asliliee, • m dating nice• uy and .we re pjanning on getting
t la nce to take:the'earrlog off for the we.dding4honuse, _married soon .-The nr Went is that he coltiesnp with w
some People nliglif cilriiiikiiiiels-511-se-jrnme I lihe...1)-1-----a - t. Putt-eth thy husband before tthrilltither: TIPTIllgiggfr.- - ------- -- ;---:-
k y us an prov e or ee. •
--•-tv--- • . •   , ' some I don thy daughter and thy son, for hitik-by lifoliiig coin- m. -. Ablythat on-rifttle earring no larger than itpinh cl . '
-5-.-- - - ---------- . p to family intwo. Half the family thinks Sis--Sho----ukt:
. •  - No•rite-ssyslie itiouldlove to- sei m I --IdT And re a .e wants
,
3 Thou shalt not nag. 
..
- DEAR ABBY:-A malt_co_w_orkentif mine his a habit Of - ask  her fiance to_leive the earfilig  off forlhe wedding. and_,:. t6 eat-ow-hair and shave-mi head himself, He thinks it, -4,-Peita°thle t° ten Illei that thouare km-vial alin all ler-Women clients-dear . -----hiffit-y-stielltouttin't. How Would --roil Yote9 would be very sexy, and-wourd real! turn him on. raife_of—it; nfithei-thy-mittlier, thitister nor thy neighbor- ,  
csg .'
.71 teat -sure that-soil-le women found it offensive. ---,-..., ... 
.. ..... _ ____.
• 12141bkla4V; thiltkdfnlI'dt 
idea.
11217-uthIgly . He 6 says ill ---1 0 aloolovith. _II; idea,, he - an-iither disparaite her husband
  for - the Judge will-set -bold •hor guiltlebh w..
, - . -I told hint-that I thought he was being presuoiptuousAnnd • . •-- -_-.
11e insists thli, ALL women feel con3p1imented- to le - DAR PERPLEXED:- -Slyggigiggy -tacialit itw',-2--•Will-bay-mttletti--4-Wiire.lintiffl-thsit+trirebeiztrindervili - - -5. Thou shalt not withhold affection fr- -dear- ..,P V en by a stranger. Do they? _. .. .
WOMEN REALTOR 
right to wear whatever he wish'''' let - 
-1wlaynipyehrmaiar'ngernotWix'r. 'BLit -hat WillIcrairhe likes me at fee every man loveth to be loved
' 
. ...._
- ----- fi, Forget non* viriusoldeanlinebti and modest intim,- -
114-iiii-tiranyoneelseever hearioLthis?-Or have lgot • 7-- 1.- orgiva with pacer-leo-who among us do not nemIF-'----DEAR REALTOR: No one can speak for woinen.. - ,..i weirdo? ) forgiveness? - -_. . -.-- - , • - ...._hist_ Li my opinion. "dcsr" has no place in • business con- . - la. NO NAME 8..Remember that the bank approval of thy husband-1a- --- -ivereatlbo..4-rid that goes for'licitiey," too. • -- ... • . worth more to thee than the admiring glances oh s handrailDEAR ABBY: Our widowed daughter, approaching * DEAR NO NAME: ra say you've got a weirdo. Don't-A. strangers.recently remarried and moved halfway across the country.- - - along with any idea you-find repulsive. - - ' . 9. Eeepihy home in good, miler. for out of it constetElhe - „„..When we visited her recently; I noticed only two pair of .
Doesn't .it strike u as- odd-,---4 not improper  fill(------- 
--- l'-.1 -1°1-10s 44Honor-41 (It 
age.
thy God all the days_a_thilife._and _
pajamas in- the laundry 813d-monet-in-their drawers.._ .._. .
' 'aged-people -to-weed-night-clothes-7 only-whe they - • _ • II • _, , 
thy Andiron will Aso n awd it thee meant
_. . „ -,,,... -
-from -the-artist- who-was "burned up7-when people iisked---1- have gtiests?  .. ( -t-  -- _------ _
her how lung it-took to paint a painting-as if the worth of SHOCKED ' -DEAR. ABB. Y:, I go to the barber shop once a.week. I am _ _ . ,.. TEN COMMANDMENTS FOR HUSBANDS -the painting could be figured by an hourly wage.
DEAR'SHOCKED: What people wear (or don't wear) to 
bald On-top,. and all I ever need is a little trim arounitthe 1. Thou shalt-put tby wife before thy mother, thy father,In our profession II am a locksinith) we encounter the ears and 104 of clipping-on the back of my neckhao it takes . thy,_ daughter, and tIty _non,___Ior-elia-ic.-thyuilieliseis- ----gameti-g-.-toilielasks tarreuritayalowntinetes,snd our-- - bed is between them. The only impropriety I see here is - - ,. --, my balWiliactly six mine:W:01Iva me airturcut. 1 pay- companion. , ..enifunt.ers complain because of the prices we charge-not,- your concern about something that shouldn't concern you. the standard price, of course. i 2. Abuse not thy body either with excessive food,realizing that the cost is not unreasonable considenng the • -N-ow, the man who has a full head of hair and has saved tobacco or drink, that thy days may be many and healthful
years it took us tO learn our trade. That is true_of many . •,- -- u-ii a month's growth takes abontlye.times. as much of-the - in the gement.- of dry loved tines. *professions,-particulatirlaw and medieine;iefticltrequke - • • • • • -'-- ̀''-'-'-• - ------- ,--blirtier-s time as I do, yet we both pay the sanirprice for --ii- - - 3-:PerAit neither .-thtritusiness, nor thy bobby, to male
--- years of study, hard work and dedication. - • ' of thee a stranger to y children, for-the-precious gift a
N.J.M., T.HIBODAUX, LA. . DEAR ABBY: The Other day iffriend of mine II will 
call haircut. Why' . ,
,- . .. her Josephine) told me how cool she thought my brother Ithink-barbers Should charge att.m ding lathe amount of men 
For 
giveth -his family is his time. - _
_ DEAR  N.: Your message 'reminds me et die following 
was and that she would give anything to go out with him. time they spend with each tustomer. I wo-uld appreciate - 4. get not the virtue of cleanliness. -
4,yen, 1 toid_inr_heothee_ahoot Josephine and „nat_ahe: _ _yeni_ophoonitaad-_the  •ut-o, nf otheiii--  5. Make not thy wife a beggar. but share willingly- with..
7- --;_,X4(‘WIljy- --"wi*O.-ealiettglibit_ ous millinery designer to said, and he-didn1 think_ the same about-hex- in-fact.he. . -_ - B-
A1Z0.-BOTHERED„Ar4p,BEVVIL.DERED--ksr-th-i workRY goods- • - • •story: •
thought she was a creep. 1 even offered him money-to take - - -0---, - - -------- , _ 6. Forget not to say, "I love 
you '-for even though thy -  -
design a hat for her. He placed_a canvas-form on her head, - love be constant, thy wife- doth vearn to hear the words.- . • - of egybotwhei,etw- -her out just once, but.be..wouldri.1 do it. Milan Isisephine DEAR -BALD: ConsiderAgi._i hing_m_p_eh_giaireitt- tevege........„.,_„_,.... , merealan----7-.--Remeinber-th  dantirthatingtheguneeepprov. onir-ofii=lituhnydr stirsangwoerrtch .1_ ' 
litaii lberierifiThif-Kght Were ei eyes. _ ......... • .. is going to aslt me about ray brother almin.,WhitaitiallI tell_.--littie-tdriiii-inind.the-itirs)-dlies for a maitre ------b• 1.---; --• •••. - wiedfe
. .
:' • The matron was delightett.-"How aineh-aspili-tha,-ber• - het ---- -- /•"" 
biu•giin atfany pritx. Don't split hairs...
_ ON THE SPOT ' -- ---- - - 
, - - Cleitye unto her 'Mid forsake- all others. • . -
...- .
- - •  • •  
41. Keep thy home in good repair, for out oflt ,the-asked.--  -
-4--------19Y1-0 lin old- - "Fay itellars,r lie-replied, , 
.
..--- ..•, , -------- - - - _
- "Why„that's eutregeous," she said, "Wemily a piece el DEAR 014: It Josephine inquire-lr.aout your "cool"- • 9. Forgive with grae•-• who among us does not seed
-----------------------••4---- --- : . brother Mails. te hei diet he -freeze, at the suggestion of • . DEAR ABBY: I arn expecting a baby, iind Jan. 1 is my to-be forgiven? . _-L_ - --
_ The tizillineir- odontlio
- --fs fin- eV.' -iesilint-Wielifit 'Josephine —or 'any oiher night.--Viffeh---rbir.eilliWr4 -- - oidered tkkets fcit die Mote - t113' children will-sta1411-4111*-s4111- t'lw-e 1/1"44541' 
of yossee,-amti unless she can attract him on , clue date. When I told, to 4bushandt..he.,said. Tee, that',8 10_ Honor the Lord. tby God ag-the days of thy lifeounk.
..
. - _ Bowl-gania-".1He and three of his buddies always go to the
_, .game:) - -,(3, . ,s• - •  .
IA woRKING ON PAY -114AT-4)011L9-0€ — - - eD-EVEN \ (Rig4T ' I told hirb he shouldn't plan on going next year, but he- -sayithetmake plans to go, and if I'm not in labor Neffen it's
-114MD-TEST FIGURES, EXCITING, SIR _WOULD INTRODUCE ON SIR t- time for him to leave for the game: he'll go. If I am,-he'll
-fE.- .SOMEDAY I'LL . YOU INTRODUCE ME , e' YOU TO cancel his plans and sell Nis ticket.
,BE IN THE OLYMPiC5... 1) PICK BUTTON? • MR.FRICK
71AST -CCabgt: HA-TrA.:DREAM
THAT YOUR Ii3OYFRIEND,_:} 








DEAR ABBY: My husband is a ininigter. He does
Abby, when I had our first baby, my water broke and everything on a scheduled b
the baby was born within a few 
hours., akis. And I mean
I-bant-my husband with me through everything. Don_ . - . 't 
. EVERYTHING.,
you thlidt being with metatarsi be more uziptirtant to him 
comSupniactyingnightoet is our night for lovemaking. I am not
  -- --'' 'that a football game? • 




4-tionpttitt-bUt rst1T-Witlit-liiTigi-ShandlNEFF.-11/rd, &• you
think? -
My mother -lives nearby and she could tale me -to- tht
MARRIED TO A FINK  .._ 
-roliJgbOr ilbusiYa. but he's vnr.y affe. (ate and puts a lot. _
Abby, he is big aWl• strong and very physical. He's not
of enthusiasm in everything he does. •
To set to the point, on Monday morning I'm exhausted,
..-'  ..-- and that's the dny I- ash. _
Any suggesti . 
MONDAY
, . ..-
MARRIED: The Rose Bowl game iis-an annual, • rar" TIRED-17N
----,s'4
DEAR 
venL Having a baby iLpresurne I is not. Also, the game ---
.-
! - I say the birth of the baby takes precedence over the 1 
DEAR TEREE-Ii'l ye -Wash on Tuesday.,
- •
- will be televised, so-he-could "see" it and be with you, too.
Rose Bowl game. Andlf your husband complains, kick him .. ,
in the end zone. • • . - -
DEAR ABBY: How would you define ohiege? -
I GETTING THERE
V/HEN I MADE MY SANDWICH 71418
MORNING, r ;oRGoar
THE MEATS
CONFIDENTIAL TO "SOCIAL. FLOP" IN LITI'LE
ROCK: Here's a helpful tip for the shy woman. One very
wise man said: "A beautiful womanls the one I notice. A
DEAR-GETTING: To recycle an old cliche, Old age, like
beauty, lies in the mind of the beholder.
But I would say that you've reached it when:
You need your glows to find yogr glasses.
charming woman is the one who notices ME. - You walk into another room and wonder what you went
-----1112"Peop hre' start telling you you're [Oohing good, but no one
•
• • • says you're good-Waking.'
You pass tip a• romantic enedu'ntel ' beinase you're
worried aboui- your heart.DEAR ABBY: I am a widow in my late 50s who has been 
keeping company with a bachelor my age for three years.
My problem is I still haven't net any of his family mem-
bers. , ---
- lie lives onus farm with his mother and two sisters. J'ye
both his sisters are crazy. ' . . 
i\i,,Cer.,90,sssword Puzzlernever been to his house because his mother is senile and
1 R
line, which he, says everybody Itstensin on...and he_doesn't
after they guried ltini hi-eau-le-he alid-it _Was krivate
insanity runs in his family. -
nee iirannis brother was crazy: I'm beginning to-think
He's asked me not to phiiiii him beca-iiSi he has a party
Last year his brother died,- init he didn't' tell me until
t people knowing his-business. - • ..... - , •-- 
13 Arrow












He doesn-'-t-work and says he has no income: but-he owns 95 -F4(tDigcl f i sh
a little property and drives a nice car. '
12 Above
If I weren't so darne,d lonesome. I'd. forget him. but he -
does play a nice game of gin rummy. How do you and your 
21 Dectare
3 Apprehended
experts figure him? -- 
20-French \
article
- • . -,-. MIN-NIE IN W. VA 
plural
. . - 
.,., 27 Teutonic
49-Wantairs". deltr • - te•Syftebel for' -38 Moor28 Wob eman - tellurium ' laughabee-5.0 U0 tfeeze
DEAR MINNIE: My experts 'inspect that your grade-- 
291uTitlepeoctt
24 Irritate _ cataioguit. 52 dunes, -
- 235kin ailment 41 Entered in 5 rAssistant
min friend is either married, crazy icr both. Ike& my ad- 3t Condengtd.
viee it to determine Iiisintarital,status, find another gin 
'26.5.Twuaymisbeoi foir 4: asbtparte) • 5._6_ 7 wer in , •
rummy partner di take up Solitaire.
bosturefo, ,.. ruthenium
tate 5 d Pqam-
- Scotland
, - - - ' - l--- 
3 4 
nickel labbr• I 59-Nahoot
. 
30 Mend
• • •  
35 Number
37•Ship't
EAR ABBy: ,Many,of your letters are re-gar- ding sex-. ."311-.0 8".Vishotri"Th
problems. Herk in Baton Rouge, sex is regarded as a '
rnioraes• ure .
MISDEMEANOR-the nxre rin MISS, the MEANE_R, ,
you get. - . 44 m 
42 kkhontsi ,
•' 
•_, 48 nower -.
informed-Me that the cocktail I was drinking contaibed 
5°3 CTruYt of millar '
54 Stray
DAR ABBY-r Over drinks, my frtiend of . 23-yerlirs.-
mote alcohol than the bottle of beer he was drinking. gl Zia proTuce.
- I told him I thought -there was ,Is Much alcohol in his. in artiAl•-
bottleof beet as there was in my Cocktail. An argumelat 'di Frui
followed, and now-wa have a bet on,irnkattire Fri) -right, hut- ,.62 Athul it a ,
I can't prove it. Can Au help me? 7------- -- -- . . .arteinttiart
..,A BET AT REILLY'S . • 66 Marri
. 66 Deposit! •
If II name.
----ppftitfirT• 17nir --119--r-rt. -3-ciauir.ine Aras.lar-ii.m.--...—, •
ounces I. a glass of table wine !flys ounossi.emikeisoi*-4••• ---7-1:_-•-•°0016401"
beer.„( 1-6 '01111CP 4 t- off contotin approffillineirthe- nie ', •, ',
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The Div_ of Properties; Frankfort, Ky., is ac-
• led bids, to be opened and -read on
January,2:1, /978, 06state-owned v
at the Gen. Services Building, Cliestnut, Street,
ML.I.Lay*Ky.' where bid torms may' be-obtatned
-and vehieles irap—ecTecti--. •
•
1957-thevrOlet pick-up, '4 ton, SIN 3A57N1T2381
1068-Chevro1et Vao, u? ton, S/T•IGE158P145058 -
1969 Ford Station Wagon, S/N9U72Y175100
1970 Ford Station Wagon, WN 01172H 148316




FOR SURPTAYS PROPFHP! OfirrIVED/P'OR
AAI.F.BY SEALED BID.
'For further information contact Mr. 
Carl Mur-









3 Cara Of Thanic
2 Notice













15 Articles For Sale
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EDEN •
.11
,-,..•••••••••••••• trem•••••••• •••• tweet
a- -
THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER.&TTMES, -Monday, 3illitarT3, im
.•••••
•
-....1- r... -....... -7.•.;•.''...,..4...:-ary....-•., _.........•• -........-.--, 
...• .,•••-.• .7- -,... --1.,...- ,..•710,1k•-•• ....-- . ..
. • ., =••: - . , - ' f ,
16. 14041... C..!!!vt.h.nr.5 ,
ZU Sports tquipment
SAILBOATS 20 per cent
off AMF Sunfish and
Force 5. Free delivery
within 50 mileke-Geeet
Christmas gift for whole
• FRIGIDAIRt dee9 
family. Ky. Lake Sails,
TrMe."-Real goodahape.--- --Highway 62, Calvert
_1150. Leaving town. KY. 
Wednesday-











machine, •zig-zag,  all
g _
Sews perfect. ly -
guaranteed. Full cash
price, $39.50. Payments




! • frki D iberglass
'Ai boat, Carpeted with
est-tette. Equi lined
with trailer and a 1973 25























tress for antique/beds or
campers. Buy/ direct
from factory_aelLative-





3rd, Paducah, Phone 1-
443-7323. 
_ASO WOODEN DOORS. for
--sale. Sized
2'8" X 68". Also brass
door hardware. Call 753-




ever. 25" color console
from $579.95. We save
you money. Highway 94,
'miles West of
utriy,lOver yeari
of Zenith sales and
service. Call 1-382-2174.
STEREO C08-IPONENT,
8 track recorder player.
-417-4763. 
•
WANTED DEALERS: to install sprayed foam
I - insulation in 'Wand new buildings. Tremendous -energy SaVCri Every home and building owner
I
can use it. 'We are the only manufacturer that
-. . , /10Wtornifall with oatlie 361), training and
i i , aetory experienced installers-No fees of any
I
-kind. We are interested dily in selling this foarn
insulation that we manufacture. Can be applied
- - -; -lilvet luOict--- Write: !Merlin Coatinki
Chemicals, 4700 Wissahickon Ave. Phila., Pa.--




condition. New tubes put
' in Christmas. Reason
for selling was given _a
new T.V. for Christmas:
$75. Can be-seen at 1105
W. Main or call 753-5569.
27 Mobile Home Sales
1974461-40-HILLGREST 2
bedroom. Gas heat and
.centrak.,_Air- Like-oeve..
parAlfassishod, Soo- st
Kliftetif COUrts or call
3-3293 before 5, or 436-
5524 after 6.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
TRAILER FOR RENT
January 1st. 12 x 55. See




mobile honse spaces for





16th Street. Call 753-
3855.
32 Apartments For Rent
NICE TWO BEDROOM









et*, ur mod f r. CI cat! fit c








home and industrial, air--
WR.11
conditioning, and _
agents and up in my
home. Call 753-0278.
ent Condit/cam- r '
Call 753-5561. can 474-0641.
efr er bon heating.
BO 'YOU • noel- st7irmpa
1977 C-65 Chevrolet_Asimp -- removed from your yard
truck. 4000 actual mike. or land cleared of
Hoist bed complete. Cali !hullos? We can remove.
,...759-1193-.111Ter 5 p.'n).-7-7-77-0-umps up to 24'1-
dile jOKI rP:r- -1161Y-81kwarld dliD3
automatic. $500. Cal all for free estimate,
753-9204 after 7 p. na, Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
'Bob Kemp, 435-4343 -
FOR YOUR septicAvii
and _ bickhoe work
'needs, Mao septic-tank
--cleaning. Call ;ohm --JACKSON PURCHASE
..-Lane. Phone 753-8110.or - Insulation of Murray
_ --77-----;-----,--ertftettnees Its epefting
by saving you money.
--rENcr sittggiitiregi-c0 Y59-itt20.
---eatimatoos -jar your--.- RENT RINSENV  
No ether "d•-n-yoursolr
loothwil chews carpets es_
51 Service:, Offered
YOUNGBLOOD'S ROOF-





1973 % TON Heavy duty
Dodge Club cab. Call
753-7370 or 753-0129.
1975 DAMN, • 4,000
miles. Good condition.
Gall 437-4331K--- -- -
3 WHEN ) TOLD cow GkE sc__A_Anigkiv. ite CHEVELLE, blue
•'''  - NOTHING R3IZICHRISTMAS,1-Pet*-77stritphingw. Power Iteeetistifirgem-,
PRACTICALLY NOTHING AT 
ALL .- 
and brakes, air. Call 753-
AL PROPERTY
$3,600' potential ineccne
2,- on this duplex - Make 11-
13 per cent on your in-














Rowed and rowirer 11,40-11 w 24. Also bore *Pyle, Often, trottages,
mobile home ad-oos, and patios, or LI-BUILD, pre-cat completely ready
to assemble up to 24 s 60 Buy the best for less
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
36 For Rent Or lease
FOR RENT OR-LEASE,3
or 4 bedroom brick
house near University.
-Also one. - efficiency
1 rtment. Call' 492-
$225.
HORSE STABLE for










available in the form of














. Located on South 12th
Street. Ideal location for
restaurant, or any retail
business. This is a 137' x





• 4 bedrooms,124 story -
located on deep 'lot near
university - priced in the







Ky. Lake and five Acres
Now lathe time to Took at tits 3 bedroom, 2 bath
home that was built in 1971. It is almost new on





Pete Waldrop-753-5646. N.T. Waldrop, Broker
Marsha Morton 7510765
In Business Since 49,56.
female. 12 'weeks.
Champion blood line.
Call after 5, 753-4183.
wn-ce l936
2$ ACRES WITH sev
beautiful buildinX sites
AKE-- GERAIAN. 4bort_and over 1300 of 
high-
hatred...P. aialex.x,_way frontage. Located















Insurance & Real Estate
LAI-TG7/COMMERCIAL fiterrey, Kentucky
Southside Court Square
• .1*-Corner of US-641 _ 753-4451
.attd Green Plains
...Church Road. Measures
1.74 acres. Adjoins L&N
Railroad right-of-ally on
the East side: Excellent,
location for retail or
service businesses. If
interested, call Stinson






Salalli C OP E 5OAPP
34.5 km BeiiiiiRaffing Land •_
One-third in Cultivation, Balance Wooded
2300 Feet Road Frontage-Many Good Building Sites
1.5 miles west of Ky. 94 on Palestine Church Road
5 Minutes from Ky. Lake-15 Minutes from Murray
Will Sell as Single Tract for $24,000 or as









Realty, 711 Main. We
have had many inquiries
regarding all types of
farm land and acreage
tracts. If you have a
farm or acreage tract to
sell, contact us at 753-
1222. Also if you have
been wanting, to -pur-
chase acreage, contact
for;update on
properties listed for sale
In Calloway County. We
at Kopperud Reilly
provide w complete




cash needed to move into
this lovely home 3
bedroom, 1 baths, liviag.
r,o.*. family kitchen-Ape*.
e
Sefton with fireplace, itt
to wall carpets, fine
yard
HWY. 641 WORTH. At
. tractive stone and brief, 3
beViroorn home.- 134 roe
'wooded lot Ceotral hese
and air FireplOce. 1 CIA





















formal - dining 'room,
private patio with gas
grin and-we cuuld.go on
arid on'Why not take a
look at this quality
home-it may 'be- just










too small. OIL Ernest
White, 753-0805.
ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field
-tile lines installed, 28
experience.
DeLicepansrtmeed throughntoly, e FHa_Iethx
„
SEPTICjp.  TANK PULll:ti;_e_-
INGSaw.1 (lenin 
at 7531310- -icy tree
PAR4/144G, INTERIOR,
• exterior. Also dry wall Witt -
perNIARalipmee. cahh 
Worley.
rle0yll.ye4a 3r:2561-:77-11.hou.Puoodsloeporut, au them  pow:gr.
CARPET CLEINING 14
reasonable rates.
.Prompt and 'efficient-. -
Custom Carpet Care,
753
DODGE 1973 Polara 4- 75.1'4933
door Sedan. 4pught_anii-, 
driven locally. Good MOBILE
motor, body and tires.
Cain's 76 Service.
•••• -
1972 LINCOLN town car,
excellent. Call 753-5532.
1974 ATHA-  -Fox,
automatic transin-Qion,
















roofs sealed. 'Call Jack' 




steering, 302 V-8 motor.
Good gas mileage.
Ashley wood stove




white rock, rip rap, and









' make wet _basements 
dry, work completely HAVING TROUBLE
guaranteed. call or --TilettIng. those small
write Morgan Con- plunibing jobs done?
struction Co., -Route 2, Th"'16114634614.









cleans, tondos end vacuum
out deep down distend
grime in a smiLle sweep
KONOMKALL -
' deans the way -
prof essionalsdo--d
a fraction of the gait
YOU SAVE UP
125.00 PER ROO
Rent for oily 511 00 a day
Bet-Air Decor Store
11•11.Als Glow 753 wu
54. Free Column
FOUR 8 WEEK old pure
bred bird dog pups. Free






• Closed On Thursdays
_ Tn A Sat 8-130
•Hair Cuts •Shaves
209 Walnut Street
-_.=3-,ICENSED • -1181,1180.---_-• Call this number after 500 le diWit prompt lerViCe neft day 15.3.-
WATC- AND CLOCK
repifring. AU work












in Gatesboro. 4 or 5

















by. Sears save on these
higY heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
 GUTTERING BY Sears,
_Searscontinuous gutters
• installed, per your
specifications. Call
-Doug Taylor at153t1210
BUAUTYMERtna -for 'free estimates.
& range. Cc I gas
heat & electri air: In
5frA•gattor c4eb0S





List Your Proprrry W thVs
91$1111dollt. 753-0101




1975 HONDA 360, 900





tires. Like; new. $100.
Call 759-1'l$.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1972 GRAND TORINO,
good mechanically and
new tires. $700. CAT!
after 7.-p,aw
IVIRCHEV'tpick-up, long
. wheelbase, V-8 straight
shift.' $550.0. Phone 354-
E217.





1973 EL CAMINO Estate.
Tilted wheel. Air con-
1978 CHEVROLET
SUBURBAN.- Body
rough, runs good. 8275. '
Call 759-1718
Carrier
Company Inc. Air con-







Now t Rebuilt thdtt. books
of ell wakes ---_ •
- 1 • 502-447-93% 
A HOME FOR 
ALL gums
This quality lakefmnt home with a breathtaking
view offers many desirable features including,
central heat and air, fireplace, plush carpeting,
quality cablifets, double garage. 2 large
bedrooms,- 2 baths, dining area, large living
roast. Boat dock with pump, wired for elec-,
tricity. On one of the loveliest lake lots in 
Panorama. Available for immediate :occupancy.






'7'''Tiff PROFESSIONAL OFFICE WITH THE FRIENDLY TOUCH
Audra Moody 753-9036
Warren Shropshire - 4534714
Barbara Irwin 7514136 .





(This alphabetized page will run weekly - clip it from
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J'MW p T111.: MURRAY. Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, Moncley, Jaaulsr,y 3, 1978
' • . •
,,,,grArl• • • ..--.•-•-•••• • .1.0 41....` • •••.! ;
• . 
3,21. -,i. '
?o, 19t6.4, one daughter, Mrs. - whom he vins- married on jan-N --Orteber 1964 and Retard"' post directional  and 
brint In an extenSiorrtord so I • ' -"NATIONAL - 
. .
-Donna2--Itay--McKiruiey-,-.--8M--k-l9321- three-daughters+ Alr-s-'1-7-fleisi*iii"Nertieniber-ig61. 
. • • • • .
. . distribute maps. 
(4Sr:4104-naked -lightbulb ONEONTA, N.Y._- (Aln • - BANGKOK, ThailandlarYLLL - Hog
Joe Edd -Bciyd, 823 South -Miss Hazel Lee, Dexter Route- -siievived by twb-daughterstin-• . to a
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Almouss Steele of -Murry 
Route Five died this morning
at 9:30 at the -Murray-
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Hospital. He was 88 years of legislative review • of BirbOUrvilla, Hopper inid. • oath a 224:oire drive into the. about 65,000 Wept Germens....
chores, meals, health
MTS. Wilber Haley
Dies At Her Home
Funeral Home with Bro. John 
Services for Mrs. Wilberchapel of theBlalock,Coleman
Dies At Hospital. - 
Route 
One were held SaturdayDate- -offiaating. - 
(Gussie) Haley of Benton
folicrw --- in- • - -the-- • -Murray- chapelof.the
Memorial Gard* Rites On Sunday Linn Funeral Home, Benton,
Friends May c;11 et the ' with burArin_the B
rewers
funeral home after 10730-a. am-- Lilburb Paschall of Phlei Cenietery.- _
Wednesday. • Route One died Friday at Mrs. Haley, age 69, a 
retired
eleven p.m4 at the Murray- employee of . the Merit
Calloymy County Hospital. kie clothing (ompany, Mayfield,.
Mrs. Alice Sweet was 81 years of age. died Friday other home. She
The Hazel man was-a- was a member-of the Mt. Olive
Rites Held Here 
member of the Oak...fareVe church of corist: -- •
Baptist Church. B06-kug. 18, ! She is survived to-Y .her
 __1119i.he was the son of the late_ _ husband,_Wilber Haley; two
The fentral for Mrs. Alice ._*Rort p 11 Moth'ons4loris_lialey and. Neal_
Sweet was held Satiirday at. Humphrey, paschal'. Haley, Benton Route One; five
three P.m. at the Unity ..He is survived by his wife, brothers, Myrvin, End; and
CuMberland "Prelbyterian Mrs. Myrtle__Milstead : Gilbert Mahler, all of Benton,
Church, where she-was a Paschail, Hazel Rode One; Torinriy Mester, -
rimninserator Me- Rev. L. E. mg- oshgeter,„ Ars. &dat
a, , -Texas, jut--Robe_rt.....,,„...„
mun'ert
Moore officiating. Burial was Richerson, Murray.' Route Lone Oak; five grand-
in the church cemetery with geven;-drie sister:mrs, --ehiliteen-; -two: great-grand-
__
the arrangements by the Linn Smotherman, Hazel; rise- :children
'Funeral Home of Benton: grandchildren; eight great
Mrs. Sweet, age 77, of - eandchodreir.
Taylor, Mich., died---Wed----- - funeral was held
nesday ikt Taylor. Sunday at two p.m. at the
•SurviVors include pie south Pleasant Grove United
daughteqs, Mrs..: Winona Methodist Church with the
Auger, Birmingham, Mich william F. moms,
and Mrs. Leda Urbanowski, Jr., officiating and the church
Taylor, Mich.; twn'sons, Amos cho4roeiding the music; '
Melvindall, Mich:, and "- rarer" were- laines
, Ptirdom Sweet, Taylor, Mich.: Rogers, HaffOrd Orr, L D.
three brothers, Hervie Hen- cook , jr „Aidelphoo
 my erg,
7 derson -of Alin°. Hay Hen; dames Erwin-andgarispunn.
derson of Benton, and Louis- :
- -Henderson Hardin. twelve . 4erneter_g., the.
_grandchildren: two great arrangemtlogetrow-t-oaber-L,_
grandchildren ' Funeral Home Of HaZel.
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